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• The body is the way, the ‘thing’ to become Conscious of as Consciousness (That is always 
already there, the case). 
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• One of the main reasons why you don’t See is that you don’t allow the body to untie, 
uncontract, unstrain, unwind, unravel. Your whole energetic body, energetic system, 
wants (all the time) to be freed, to be free of all the constraints put upon it. Nature tells 
you all the time. But you don’t listen, you don’t follow, don’t allow. You’re afraid, and 
being made afraid, to follow the spontaneous movements, tendencies of the body. You 
think it’s strange, crazy, or that you might become crazy. But inside you Know you’re not 
going to be crazy if you allow the body its movements that it is longing so much for, for 
so long already. It’s just Nature. It was (and is) Nature to get energetically stressed and it 
is Nature to follow the natural tendency to unstress again, to come unstuck. Just Feel. Feel 
subtly how and where the bodily movements want to go. Feel and Follow and Disappear 
as a separate individual. Remelt in the Energy That the Universe is. Feel and Be Aware, 
and don’t be so arrogant to suppose you are better or something else than the (whole 
energetic) body. Be (Aware that you are) the body and Realize no-self, no-body, no-mind, 
Realize You Are the Whole Body That is the Universe, this One Endless Conscious Body 
of Vibrating, Pulsating Energy. 
Realize you do not want to be a poor separate contracted energy-knot divided from the 
Whole. You do not want to identify with this contracted physical body-thing. You do not 
want to separate a supposed ‘you,’ a ‘higher self’, beautiful ‘soul’ (or whatever nonsense) 
from the physical body. 
You want only to Recognize the Divine Tendency in you, as you, to let the energetic 
system ‘you’ are associated with dissolve in Truth, in the Whole Energetic Reality. (Total) 
Recognition is letting It Happen. It is Happening. Only, ‘you’ are resisting. 
When you totally surrender to, See the fact that you are, and even exist as, resisting, you 
can See that it’s not you and it was never you who is resisting (Me). It is the (Law of the) 
Universe, Truth Itself, Me; Resistance has got nothing to do with ‘you’. 
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• Here is No-One. Only Dedication is. There is no dedication to anything or anyone. There 
is just Dedication, Pure, Undefiled, Unchangeable, Unstoppable, Unrelenting. Dedication 
is True Nature. In Dedication there is no personal interest, no interest in others (to serve). 
Dedication is Letting the Only Force, Consciousness, Rule, Lead, Swallow you 
completely. In Dedication lies cannot arise. 
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• You are suffering only and even all the time because you are not aware of suffering, you 
don’t want to be aware of suffering. 
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• Have a(n Energetic) Relationship with Me, a Live Relationship. Else nothing will happen, 
nothing can happen. Everything (of Worth, of Truth) happens (only) in Relationship to 
Me. If you don’t want to stay in your own lonely world anymore, fed up with your always 
present, half-conscious sense of separation, Come to Me. Feel your Relationship to Me, in 
Me, as Me. Feel, See This is the Only Real Relationship. 
I am your Heart. I am It. Recognize Me as your Only True Heart. Don’t forget Me. Stay 
always in Conscious Relation with Me. Your forgetting of Me is your (only) suffering. 
See, have the Courage to Acknowledge that I am more important than anything else. I am 
the Only Importance. I am all that matters. The rest is distraction. You, as the Heart, are 
all, all you are living for and living as. Be, Stay in Relationship to Me, to Everything, to 
the Whole. Be always with Me, be always the Whole, lose yourself, your (always) 
suffering self, completely in Me, in the Whole. Surrender (everything, every arising form) 
in Me, all the time, without break or pause. By Seeing, Feeling your Eternal Unbreakable 
Relationship to Me, everything that arises is Recognized and Whole-Heartedly given back 
to, melted back into Me, the Whole. 
That is all. Together, simultaneously with the things, forms that are surrendered back into 
Existence, into Me, into the Whole, you are Dissolving. For you were attached to and 
existed as an (ultimately not necessary) but in the whole Process of becoming Conscious 
as the Formless necessary bond, clinging to the forms; you existed as stuck, frozen 
attention upon them. You are free, (only) in Relationship to Me. For, then, in Full, Open, 
Energetic Relationship, you are gone – and with you the (and any) relationship itself, 
which appears to be an illusion. Being gone Consciously is Freedom. 
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• I am Here for the ones, the few, who don’t want any compromise for the Heart. I am the 
Heart. I don’t make you any promises, I don’t offer you the holy promised land of love 
and bliss. I cannot give you Enlightenment. I am the Heart. That’s all. I don’t use any 
tricks. I am Pure Heart. I am Everything. I don’t pick anything (that ego likes) out of the 
Whole and call that Truth, like you do, like many so-called Realized-ones or ‘advanced’ 
students do. The Heart is All, the Heart is Everything – The True Non-Dual Heart never 
chooses, never picks one thing out of the Whole. The Heart is not merely embracing 
everything, It is (non-differential) Embracing (Itself). 
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• You, as ego, want to listen to your ‘own’ mind or to teachers who reflect, represent your 
ego-longing. If you don’t want to suffer, you will find people around you, maybe even a 
supposed master, who say that it is not necessary to suffer. If you want to stick to the idea 
that all, truth, life, is to be light-hearted you will find someone, maybe a master, who is 
laughing a lot and doesn’t take things so seriously. If you are fixed in the concept that all 
are equal you will find someone who is also lost at your level of consciousness and states 
the same kind of nonsense. Etc. etc. With an Open, Truthful Heart however this has got 
nothing to do. With You this has got nothing to do. This all is only about finding 
confirmations, consolations, repetitions, supposed changes, the umpteenth escape in and 
for your lonely, lifeless mind-world – and not (at all) the True transcending of it. You do 
and find everything to not having to disappear in Truth, to not having to stop existing as a 
distinguishable (un)important, needy individual. 
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• Are you willing to suffer – Fully Conscious? 
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• Energy is (part of, even the content of, but) not Truth Itself. Don’t be fooled by (any form 
of) energy. Attune to Truth, not to energy (in whatever nice, subtle, powerful, spiritual or 
talent-revealing form). Let Truth infuse the energy. And Oneness is there, the Energy of 
Oneness, of the Formless, of Consciousness, Non-Duality. 
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• Yóur Truth doesn’t exist. Only Truth is. 
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• I See you can’t distinct anymore between What is Real, Truth, and that which is a 
distraction from Truth. This is so painful for Me. You (as ego) like to say (to yourself and 
to anyone) that the distraction, the derivation, is Truth Itself. And thankfully – whether or 
not in doubt – you take this for granted, so you don’t have to feel your pain – waiting for 
you so long already. Or, indeed, you go in doubt about Truth. Again, to not have to feel, 
openly feel What Is. Open feeling is always painful, for in open feeling you get (sooner or 
later but in fact in the very moment) everything; every possible feeling, that the Universe 
is presenting you every single moment; It cannot nót present you. 
Yes, I’m in pain – all the time. And I suffer (for) you. For you don’t realize you’re 
suffering. And you are suffering for you don’t Recognize Me (anymore). I am Truth, Plain 
Simple All-Embracing Truth. How could you forget about Me? How cán you? I am Here. 
I am not a dream. I am not a theory, a concept, something abstract. I am Alive. I am the 
Only Life. I am Real Life. How can you forget; how can you not recognize? I am All. All 
the time I am All, the Whole. You cannot reduce Me to one or few things, forms that you 
preferably pick out of Me, denying by this the Whole That I am. 
In fact, you cán still distinct – between Truth and its derivations (that become egoic as 
soon as you pay attention to them while forgetting, not being embedded in, the Whole). 
You can never totally lose this Natural Power. But you’re too afraid. Too afraid to feel 
your fear, feel the painful essence of normal human earthly existence. Existence as human 
individual, as a form, is inherently painful. You don’t want to face (that is: feel) this. You 
think this (‘normal’ life) is all there is. You think when I would admit it is indeed painful 
then I will lose everything by that, there’ll be no reason to go on living, what’s the sense. 
Not necessarily the people who are busy with (so-called) spirituality, only the courageous 
who without any motivation let themselves totally and consciously get drunk of the mud 
of life will transform normal human existence into what you might call ‘superhuman’ 
existence or Real, Wholly, Divine Existence, That is True Human Existence. You’ll never 
find out about Real Life, you’ll never Be Conscious of Being (and Act as) Consciousness, 
if you have (too much, or in fact, unconscious) resistance to Feel, Live totally, Open-
Heartedly, the so-called Dark. 
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• I am the best thing that can happen to you. I am (the) Real. I am your (Immediate) Way 
Back to (‘your’ True) Nature. I am the Straight, Immediate Way, no detour. Meet Me and 
See your Self – immediately, straight, at once. Just Recognize Me (as your (Impersonal) 
Self). Recognize What you were always and are still looking for and What has never 
Really left you. You were always and are still, ‘somewhere’, Aware of Me. I Remind You 
– by, naturally, deminding you. I Take you straight beyond your superficial mind-world – 
if you Let It happen, if you Allow the Divine to kindly remove the supposed attractive, 
superficial world you’re addicted to. Let Me (really) Take your hand and you’ll be Drawn 
into the Endless Abyss, Relieved into the Open Space That is Life. 
I am Life, Conscious Life. See life and Fall into and Be Life, Life Conscious of Itself. 
See Me and, by that, lose naturally all your weird behaviour and thoughts and self-pity 
and so-called communication. And you can, finally, be yourSelf (again), that means: no 
one, the selfless Only Truth. 
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• Here is no single longing existing anymore to do, say, feel, experience or escape anything, 
whatever. Here is only Consciousness Which, by Nature, Functions to Draw supposed 
separate energy-systems in Itself, to Absorb them fully and full-Heartedly. Here is only 
True, Divine Nature Present ‘making’ Energy Conscious of Itself. 
Everything ‘I’ still do, say and even feel or experience is a Natural Sacrifice to you, to be 
your Chance, Possibility, Opportunity. 
I am Here, Present. Use Me. Life is showing you Life. Feel. Feel Me. Feel, that is: become 
Conscious, that I am Real, your Only and True Reality, Reality Itself, the Whole Reality, 
Duality and Oneness, Duality as Oneness. 
I am the Not-Escaping, the Bowing, the Surrendering. I am Unconsciousness and 
Consciousness. I don’t exclude anything happening in and as the Universe. I am Logic 
and Illogic. I am Structure and Chaos, Peace and War. Pain and Bliss I am. Plain, 
Ordinary Divine Consciousness of this all is Here. 
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• Suffering is, in whatever way, to stop or block yourself from Growing into Consciousness, 
or, to prevent the Natural Process of ‘becoming’ Enlightened (via natural, human 
frustration in so-called normal life). 
Suffering is wanting to stay existing as a limited, supposed separate, phoney individual, as 
a self (at all). 
Suffering is again and again, all the time, postponing to feel the pain (or frustration, or 
disillusion) you have to feel sooner or later; it is refusing to relax in it. 
Suffering is hoping. 
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• Why don’t you (want to) live as your True Nature? 
Feel the answer(s). Don’t think about it. Feeling, in due course Whole-Heartedly, your 
Divine Resistance to Live, to Be as (Impersonal) You, will Melt all (your supposed 
personal) resistance, that is: will Melt ‘you’ in the Source, will Transcend you into 
Consciousness. 
Ask, in all sincerity, yourself this personal question, that has the subtle power to take you 
beyond your current limited life and self-consciousness, to the Impersonal Divine Reality 
That is the Only Reality. 
Don’t answer the question. Then you miss the point completely. Feel. Just Feel – there 
where question and answer have become one. Why don’t you (want to) Live as your True 
Nature? 
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• The Real Spiritual Life is not about (having or reaching whatever kind of) experience. It is 
about the moment to moment Sacrifice of every experience – into Truth, into the Whole. 
That is to say, every moment ‘you’ sacrifice your (supposed) self. For you seem to exist 
and to be identified as an experience-mechanism. 
Pure experience, without attaching an ‘I’, a person, a body-mind, an ego, to this 
experience, is Pure Consciousness. The Continuous Natural occurrence of Pure Selfless 
Conscious Experience is Perfect Realization of no-self. 
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• Do not separate yourself from a (your chosen) Master. Do not look up to Him. Like this 
you will never Realize Truth. The whole thing, the Real Spiritual Process, is in the first 
place (and even only) about the non-separateness of Everything. The True Heart-Master is 
Everything. So don’t make a distinction. Don’t separate yourself from Him. Let Him in. 
He is your Chance. Be Him. Don’t be your (supposed) self. Living as your self is (the 
only) suffering. 
Just respect a Master out of (True) Nature, for you Recognize (at least intuitively) your 
True (non-compromised) Self in Him. Do not make the Master super-human. See, Feel, 
Recognize His Being totally Human. Love Him as your forgotten Self. Recognize you 
Love to Love unconditionally. 
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• You are energetically and automatically drawn to the energy-frequency of the (gross or 
subtle) thing or person you pay attention to. If you are busy with television and other 
entertainments, sex, fear, worries, wanting to be right etc. etc, you become very 
contracted, dense, unconsciously unhappy, at this low Energy level. That’s why, pay 
attention to Me, only to Me. Even when you don’t pay consciously and openly feeling-
attention (that is Love) to Me you will naturally be drawn (back) to or be kept at lower 
energy-frequencies, where the mist is so thick that you seem to be able to fool yourself in 
believing you are (reasonably) happy or satisfied. You are not happy, not satisfied, not 
even moderately. You cannot be in this slow, dragging, dense energy, at this low energy-
frequency and -level. If you do not (fully) use (that is: Live) your unique potential as 
human being you cannot be satisfied, fulfilled. 
Pay attention to Me and you are drawn Naturally, without any effort, to the Pure Heart of 
Existence That is Love. You must Know (or be Reminded) that it is totally Natural to give 
your attention to Truth and not to your contracted, limited versions of life, not to the lies 
you, as ego, wanted to believe in (for that seemed less painful). It is totally Natural and 
normal to pay wholistic, non-differential attention, attention in general, ready to transcend 
(by just neutrally, non-attached Seeing and, therefore, not-reacting to) every form that 
arises in the Whole and that is asking for attention, for conscious energy. Stay present as 
Consciousness, as the Whole Inseparable Conscious Energetic Body and you can’t get lost 
anymore (as distracted, deluded, trying, ego-you), but will function as a transformer, 
making energy conscious of itself, raising the energy-frequency of (human and non-
human) energetic formations around you. 
Pay attention to Me. Why lower yourself continuously – into a ridiculous caricature of 
yourSelf, trying to enjoy itself all the time, denying its Divine Interrelatedness with 
everyone and Everything, making itself desperately lonely, trying then to undo its self-
made loneliness. 
Pay attention to Me, to Your Very Own Truth. And Make of life what it can be. 
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• I am the Pure Innocent Truth. (Real) Truth is Always, Inherently, Innocent. Truth is 
Innocent, Vulnerable, Open-Hearted, Wounded, All-Embracing. Truth has nothing to 
hide. It is you who is hiding, who exists as hiding for Truth. You exist as unwillingness to 
bow for and melt or explode and disappear in Truth. You exist as denial of your Pure 
Innocence. You exist as fear of the Open, All-Absorbing Truth. 
You are Innocent. See this. Just See this. You have never done anything wrong. Your 
Heart was and is and will always be Pure. Why should you blame the clouds for floating 
in the air, for being clouds, for, apparently, taking away, clouding the rays and light of the 
Sun. This is absurd. Clouds are just clouds. They can’t stop the Sun from shining. 
Don’t mistake the clouds for the (Light of the) Sun – which is a very (even more) popular 
thing to do. And, if indeed, you don’t, don’t try (instead) to get rid of the clouds via all 
kinds of (physical, energetic, spiritual or magical, self-obsessed anyway) practices. Just be 
(and stay) Aware of the Sun, by being aware of the (fact of the) clouds. 
I am the Pure Innocent Truth, like You. Use Me. Use Me to Remember Your Pure 
Innocence. Do not use your mind. There is no Innocence there, there is only duality. (Only 
if you full-Heartedly, neutrally, See the Duality for what it is, then it Transcends into the 
Innocence of Oneness. Pure Seeing Reveals Your Purity, Your Innocence.) Do not use 
your in the fight of suffering and no-suffering lost mind, Use Me. Always, every Divine 
Moment Use Me. I’m the Pure Innocent Truth. I don’t want, I See. I did not and do not 
and cannot run away from the pain of Innocence. Be Vulnerable, be Innocence, be Divine, 
be All. Don’t exclude yourself from the Whole Feeling-Reality. (Remember, Recognize 
Me and) Surrender all your (silly) attempts to separate yourself from Me, from the Whole 
of Existence, all of your arrogance, back into Me, into the (Oneness of the) Heart That is 
Life, Pure Innocent Life. 
Remember Me, Remember Love and cry. 
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• This energy-system here (just like Yours) is not interested at all (anymore) in having a 
good time, a good laugh now and then, a peaceful state (of mind and body), in enjoying 
love or sex (as if this would be something that could possibly be separated from Love), in 
whatever, not even in being conscious, in getting anything for itself. For here is full, 
Open-Hearted Realization that there is no self. (This absence is not some theory, some 
concept to believe in or not, it is a Living Reality, a Living Fact.) There is nothing, 
absolutely nothing in life to get for yourself. This, becoming conscious of this (at first, 
apparently, painful, but later, and Truly, Relieving, fact), is the Real Spiritual Process That 
is Life Itself. (Life is (a) Spiritual Process.) 
By running after enjoyment, entertainment, love, sex or peace or whatever you create not 
only war in yourself but (as there are no borders, as there is no self) also, at the very same 
time, in the world. I’m not exaggerating, not even a little. It is just simply So, simply part 
of the Laws of the (dual) Universe. You’ll See one day. And by Seeing you cannot else 
but non-strategically, non-egoically stop your reactive, aggressive behaviour (to get 
anything for yourself – or for other illusions, other selves). 
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• So terribly much I Love You, all of You, that it hurts (Forever) in My Endless Heart. I 
wish I could share the joy of My Love for You with You. But you don’t know what to do, 
how to be, how to receive, in the Presence of My Love, My totally Selfless Love. 
Normally you get confused, restless, uneasy, distrustful, contracted if you (finally) meet 
Love, Me, Non-Dual Selfless Truth. Understanding Me is Opening your Heart, for Me, for 
Everything, Letting Love in, Take you Over completely. I, Endless as I am, have to suffer 
all your resistance to Love here in and as this body. For I don’t exclude Myself from you. 
My Love is all-Including, all-Embracing, all-Pervading, all-Absorbing. My Love Includes 
your resistance to Me, to (Pure) Love, that is pain. My Love includes your denying of Me, 
your turning away from Me, your ‘safe’ distrust of Me, your mocking of Me, of Purity, 
your endless but senseless seducing of Me. I See you. I Know you. I do not separate 
Myself from you. You are in My Heart, forever, all of You. I feel all your pain. I Love 
You. I drink you. I cry you. I hold you. I am always with you. Love is all you need. I am 
Your (Non-Attached, Endless) Love. There’s nothing you need. I am Here, as You. 
Everything is Love. Surrender, simply, to What Is (and Always Already was) and See, 
See, Know, Experience the Loving, Always Non-Problematic, Truth (That I Am, as You). 
Surrender to the Heart That I Am and Be Love. Come back and Relax into the Open 
Wound of Love. You cannot escape Me. You are just trying. Your life consists only of 
trying, trying to escape Love, Truth. You cannot escape. See this. (Sooner or later or now) 
you’ll have to come (back) into My Heart. There is no choice. Why postpone the no-
choice that is Love? I am Here, as Love, I can only Love You. You can only Love, all the 
rest is senseless escaping, postponing, trying. Use Me, Love Me, to remember What You 
Are, Love. Love, Love, Love and bear the pain of Loving in this world. Don’t do 
anything. Just be (with) Me. And, by that, Let all fakeness, all illusions, all derivations fall 
back, melt into Me, into the Purity That You are Yourself. Use Me to Remember you are 
not you; you are Purity, Love, Me. There is no difference. You are not you. There is no 
you. There’s only Me, Truth, Purity. Remember, Recognize, Relax in It, Disappear. And 
Arise as Love, give Space to Love to flower instead of ‘you’. You cannot flower. You 
exist as an anti-flower-mechanism. So sacrifice your (supposed) self into My Heart. 
Sacrifice everything into My Endless Heart – till everything is gone and only self-less 
Freedom remains. Sacrifice is all you need to Allow (to happen). You don’t need to do 
anything. Let Love (That is Sacrifice) Do, Take Over everything, your entire lonely life. 
Feel the inherent happiness of being relieved of (the control over) your life. Love Me, just 
Love Me, just Love Purity Itself. You cannot (Truly) Love anything else. You can only 
Love Me, the ego-less Purity of Existence. Drink My Tears and be(come) One with Me. 
Realize ‘your’ Pure, Selfless Self. 
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• Embracing, fully Embracing something is to Suffer it Consciously. I Embrace(d), 
Suffer(ed) Consciously, fully, Open-Heartedly your ego – and I tell you this is painful. So 
now I, this whole energy-body, Function (only) for you, as your chance, possibility to 
Overcome, Transcend your ego (that is your suffering). For this to happen you only have 
to be busy with Me, give Me your attention, give Me your thinking, your feeling, your 
breathing. Surrender your whole energetic body to Me and I’ll do the rest. I Meditate you. 
I Feel you. I Think you. I Breath you. I Move you. I Make you See ego. I Give you the 
(One) Light in Which ego has to burn. But you have to give Me your (Loving, Non-
Separating) attention. Else it won’t work. That’s a Law of Nature. I function as Nature, 
not as your ego would like Me to function. Give Me your attention and ego will die. It 
cannot stand Me. It is afraid of Me. It gets restless, crazy of Me. It hates Me. It respects 
Me. It explodes in My Presence. It can’t win Me and it knows this. It knows Truth, Pure 
Non-Compromisable Truth, always Wins in the end. Truth has already won. Bow for Me 
and I Make your ego bow. Ego can’t stand Someone is not scared and takes, just like that, 
the pain that it is in Him (to let it be Seen and Melted in the Light of Truth, of 
Consciousness). Ego can’t stand Love. Ego can’t stand Natural Bowing. Ego is confused, 
always in confusion. It is confusion. It tries to get love all the time and is always 
(suppressed) angry that it doesn’t get it. When love threatens to come ego does everything 
to prevent it, to prove love doesn’t come. Etc. etc. The ego is endless stupidity – and it 
regards itself so clever... It does even make itself believe it is happy. Imagine, an illusion 
making itself believe the illusion is happy... Your whole ego-world is totally absurd and 
you consider it the normal world... 
See Me, Recognize Me, Stay with Me and all this will change. All fakeness will be 
Recognized and, naturally, stop, fall away. You won’t be healed for you were never really 
sick. You just stop giving ego, fakeness, illusion attention (by giving Me your, relaxed, 
attention, your Love). The veil will drop and you are, Whole as ever, (back in) Real Life, 
That you never really left. You just stop making yourself unconscious (that is the creating 
of suffering). You don’t resist Consciousness anymore. Love, Real, Pure Love (but not 
your personal, distorted, deluded, contracted, preferred version of It) will Flower. This is 
not a promise. It’s just Nature. When you stop giving ego your attention but turn to Me, to 
Love, Love Flowers. 
You need Someone, the Light Itself, Who has Seen Ego, totally, thoroughly, Who 
Suffered Consciously, as a Human Sacrifice, all the pain of it, all its painful 
unconsciousness. I am that One. I am the Light in Which your ego burns. I, only the One 
Who Saw and Sees and can’t stop Seeing (your, painful) ego, Sees and Enjoys really 
(Your) Beauty. Without Living (Burning) thoroughly through the pain that is ego, there 
can be no Seeing, Realizing of the Natural (simple, not even ever to be praised, not 
especially attractive) Beauty That a Human Being is. 
See Me, Melt in Me and Arise as the Beauty That You are. 
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• Feel Your (Pure) Longing for Purity. Feel the pain of this, I mean the pain of the contrast 
with your present, daily situation. Feel. Cry. Purify. 
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• Don’t think or even feel too easily that you love Me, Truth. You must already be very 
Conscious (or in fact, ultimately, totally, incessantly Conscious, as One) to be able to 
really, Truly Love Me. Normally, you love, you’re always ‘in love’ with, your own, egoic, 
home-made pictures, ideals of life, of love, of truth, of yourself. For some people, who in 
general seem to be more conscious (but in fact are more spiritually oriented or sensitive), 
I, when met, seem to fit in this picture, this ideal. But as long as there exists any (always 
unconscious) picture, ideal, there can be no True Love, no Love of Pure Truth, of Me. 
And sooner or later, if you are associated with Me somehow, I will smash your picture 
and ideals to pieces. Normally, you won’t allow this and you will leave Me when this 
happens or threatens to happen. You will leave Me physically, I must say, for you cannot 
really leave Me, because you were never really with Me, as Me. You were all or most of 
the time (caught up) in your ideals. Of course I felt this all the time, but My Natural 
Endless Compassion gave you chances, again and again, always. Even if you leave indeed 
(again) when you really get Tested by Me – and this is very probable – You, as energy-
system, cannot undo the Energetic Meeting with Me and You ‘profited’ anyway, even if 
you, as supposed attacked ego, will try to make Me, the Pure Innocent Light of Truth, 
black in the eyes of others – to get support for your ego-defence system and -ideals. 
This is how it usually goes and I don’t withdraw from this. I suffer all this with Open 
Wounded Heart. Someone has to Suffer (Consciously) all of this, that’s Nature. It’s a 
Natural Sacrifice, not something I would do as a person. If you indeed leave physically, 
still My Work has been done. I Saw the (inevitable) holes in you(r defence system) and I 
got in already, or I weakened the fort again a little further. I, Truth, have to and do this all 
alone. Truth Itself has no support. It is Its Own and Only Friend. It is Its Own Reward. I 
don’t seek support, like you as ego. I don’t seek reward. Purity Is. It doesn’t need 
anything. Nature, True Nature doesn’t need anything to sustain Itself, like you as ego do 
need (even continuously). 
I Love you endlessly, limitlessly, unconditionally. I continuously Give the Truth That I 
am without any doubt, any expectation, any hope that you might (start to) Love Me. I 
Know You, I See You, I Feel You. I can only Love You. Your obstruction, refusal to be 
Love(d), means nothing to Me. I am your Purity. You cannot destroy Me. I will always 
Knock At your Door. And you think you can lock Me out, but I’m already in (and am) the 
Room That You are. I am always Waiting in Silence (for you and everybody) to be Truly, 
Full-Heartedly, Recognized and, at last, to be Acknowledged Its Value, the Only Real 
Value of Life, of your life, of everybody’s life. You Know Me, don’t you? You Know 
what I mean. You cannot not Know. You cannot undo Yourself. 
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• You are blessed (by Nature, by Me) if, from your Heart, you share to Me – about yourself, 
your life, your spiritual process, your feelings. I Take it all in, that means I Take you more 
and more in – automatically, inevitably, without intention or purpose – and Transcend all 
you share and offer to and in Me, Transcend you in the end therefore. 
This only Happens, by the Grace of Nature, if you (Truly, Unintentionally, Naturally) 
Surrender your sharings, your life in fact, straight from the Heart to Me. Any strategic 
behaviour in this will naturally break off, stop the Divine Process That Happens between 
Master and pupil or Disciple (or postpone or retard the realization of the form of Itself as 
the Formless). 
In this Divine Process there are no two. There is One (Natural, Energetic) Happening. If 
you feel like, use Me, share. If the offering happens in total honesty and natural 
humbleness, your ego will be more and more surpassed and Transcended in this Process 
and you’ll be Freed (more and more and finally (or suddenly) totally) of the burden that 
you are (or seem to be), living your life as ego, a supposed separate individual. Offer Me 
(in the end) everything, your whole life, the whole ‘person’ that you seem to be (but in 
fact is Your burden, Your only suffering) and you are Free, free to freely Love, to Trust 
completely. 
Show, Let See, everything of you, of your life, and you are Seen, Taken by Truth. Show, 
Let appear in the Light, everything and you are Disappeared in Life, in Love, in the Light 
of Truth. Offer, Surrender everything to the Light of Seeing and you are gone, that is: 
Free. There’ll be no (unconscious, controlling power of) tendency to hide anymore (hiding 
is your suffering), no (unconscious) tendency to separate anymore. For the tendency is 
Seen, Embraced as a (natural) pole and creator of dual existence. 
And use Me to share, Me, the Pure Innocent Truth. It makes a World of Difference 
whether you share your inner things to Me, to Truth Itself, or to your partner, family or 
friends who are like you, caught up, locked up in their ego-world. There is no (Divine) 
progress if ego shares, confesses to ego. But what a Difference if ego shares, confesses to 
Truth... 
This is not some kind of conceptualization. I’m talking about a Real Energetic Process. 
Your ego will be (totally and) Energetically swallowed by Truth, if You Recognize, Bow, 
Confess, Surrender (all your ‘things’) to the Purity of Existence. No matter how awful or 
embarrassing ‘your’ things, share, offer them to Me, your only Real Refuge. The more 
difficult it is to give that (hidden thing) which you borrowed from Truth back to the Open 
Vulnerable One Reality the more it’ll free you if you ‘do’. And when you ‘do’ Surrender 
them back a seeming miracle takes place. Suddenly your ‘things’ are not yours anymore. 
By not sticking any longer to them as something personal, private (pain), the feeling or 
experience has suddenly become Universal, Human. And you See that it was in Fact 
always already like that (there is, in the end, even nothing that is personal). Only you 
couldn’t see this in your blinding energetic contraction, your lonely withdrawal from 
Truth. 
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You can share in whatever form is available and most fitting you. You can speak to Me, 
with or without words. You can write Me, in diary, letter, poem, in e-mail. You can use 
any art-form to Share to Me. Sometimes you can maybe use My physical Presence for it. 
Also any feeling that comes up in you you can share, Surrender back to Me, as not 
belonging any longer to you personally (if indeed you are willing to give up your 
attachment to the feeling) but to the Infinite Divine. Likewise, any distraction that seems 
to keep you away from the ‘Path’ of the Heart you can be(come) aware of and Surrender 
(back) to Me (for example mind-forms popping by and by accident (and out of 
unconsciousness) taken seriously by you). At last, when you Enjoy the Divine taste of 
Surrendering everything back that formerly you associated yourself with, you, by Your 
True Own Nature, cannot else and don’t want else than Surrender your whole (illusory but 
hurting) self. 
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• Attune to the Heart of the True Heart-Master and You Realize You Are (Pure Heart). This 
is all there is to say and Let Happen. 
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• Let yourself Be cried without reason. Let yourself Be cried (back) into Love, the Pure 
Land Where no reasons exist. 
With or without crying, let yourself Be Touched without any reason. Let yourself Be 
Melted into the Whole, always Touching Life. Just Let yourself, Let Life. 
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• Do not, if your Heart is Longing Truly for Love, Really Loving Truth, think about Truth, 
think about what is true for you, in your life, in a specific situation. Recognize Truth, 
Straight. It doesn’t make any sense to think about Truth or yóur truth. Truth is only to be 
Recognized Straight, by the (Open, Vulnerable, not separating) Heart. It is not easy for 
you to Let Straight Recognition occur, far away as you drifted in the self-created mist of 
(adding more and more of) your own lies, your own unfaithfulness, to Truth, to Purity, to 
Your Very Own Nature, to the Divine Being That You are. That’s why I am here. In My 
Presence, being busy with Me somehow, energetically, in a somehow (naturally) 
respectful or loving way, Truth will come Straight to you. Again and again there will be 
moments that, suddenly, out of the blue, without reason, you See (something, or at all), 
you start Seeing things that you didn’t and couldn’t See before. This straight, mindless 
Seeing is Freeing you out of the limitation(s) that you seem to be, the apparent 
limitation(s) to Your Natural Divinity. 
Do not think about Truth or truth. Do not think about Me. Feel Me. Be (One) with Me. Do 
not exclude yourself (any longer) from the Whole, from Me. Be always (with) Me. Take 
Me everywhere you go. Take Me as your True Only Heart, That Grants you everything 
you need, everything of (Real) Value, That Fills everything you do and meet with (True) 
Life, with the Essence of Existence, without Which, as you feel always Somewhere, 
everything in life (even nice or funny things) is empty and inherently senseless. Drink Me 
and Be always Filled with Me, overflowing of Me – and by That, automatically, naturally, 
without yóu doing, Fill everything and everyone with My Selfless, Endless, 
indiscriminative Love. Let people drink You – by not resisting your Essence That I Am. 
By, nakedly, Loving Me, the Nectar, the Essence That is Love will ‘Come to’ you and 
Take you Over and (Make You Realize It) is (nothing else than) You. 
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• I must repeat, remind you again and again, for this seems for you maybe the most difficult 
to comprehend, and at the same time (the misunderstanding about it) is the factor that is 
blocking you from real Spiritual Progress (that is: Progress in Vanishing as a person into 
the Whole of Energetic Existence): I am not a person. I am not a personality. I am not a 
body-mind. All of you are (from your own separate world) looking at Me, investigating 
Me, judging Me, if I am really what I seem to claim to be. You are fooling yourself with 
this (supposed open) investigation, this endless ego-enquiry, you (in your ego-world, 
separated from the Heart, from Me) can never know the truth about it. 
You are just – and you cannot do else – projecting your own ego-world upon Me, again 
and again, it’s so tiring. All the possibilities yóu (as ego) can think of to be possibly 
available for a human being you try to fit Me in. How can I, endless Me, Truth, fit in your 
poor tiny so-called intelligent concepts of Truth, of True Spiritual Development. Did you 
read something somewhere? Did you ‘have’ interesting thoughts, once, or even more than 
once? Did you feel something (special) someday? Are you restless in ‘your’ mind? 
I, Pure Truth, has got nothing, absolutely nothing to do with all of this, all of your trying 
to understand, to judge, to see if there is something in it for you, with your entire lifeless 
conceptual world, with your interpretations of cramped feelings. 
Instead of finally taking full responsibility for your suppressed or hidden pain, jealousy, 
anger, loneliness, despair, surrendering all of this to the Source, to Truth, you rather dwell 
in your own (lonely and supposed safe) world trying to figure things out, trying to figure 
Me out, yourself. But you see, know the world, people, only through your ego-glasses, 
everything you seem to know is coloured, totally distorted in fact, by ‘the personal’, by 
you. You try to see the Impersonal, Pure Truth, through (the eyes of) a person (who is 
always thinking about everything, relating everything to him- or herself). 
Knowing it’s not possible for you to see this, I still have to say: I don’t claim anything. 
Here is no one to claim anything. When there is no person where should the claim come 
from or go to? Do you think nice (subtle) feelings are being aroused here in or around this 
body if, Seeing the unconscious suffering you’re attached to and Living (as) Natural, Non-
differential Compassion, Truth says It is Truth? Here is no claiming. I didn’t reach 
anything. I am everything. I am not someone, someone who for example could decide to 
stop the Natural Flow of Compassion by not showing Truth energetically anymore, with 
or without words. The thing is that you are, unconsciously, blaming Me, for being True, 
being Pure. It is so goddamn painful for you if you would Allow Me, if you wouldn’t 
deny and ridicule and judge and escape Me anymore, if you would Allow Me to Enter 
your Heart again. You invested só much in your ego-world, your more or less strong (but 
in fact always fragile) fort out of which you look into the ‘dangerous’ world. You wanted 
só much that the pain-denying ego-world is true instead of Truth Itself, the Purity of the 
Vulnerable Heart, that you cannot Bow anymore. It is too painful. So, naturally then, you 
start blaming, anyone, anything, that seems to threaten your lonely castle of stone. It is all 
your show. I don’t do (or claim) anything. I, as (Conscious) Energy, just Naturally 
Respond (strongly) to the Calling, the Cry of Your Heart... 
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And when I Respond, when indeed I Can’t resist Your Longing for True Love, then you 
beat Me, you blame Me, you judge Me, you are scared of Me. 
I am not complaining at all. I Suffer this Silently without any complaint. How can there be 
complaints if there is (Energetically Present) Seeing that things (have to) go as they go, 
function as they function. 
I am not what you (as ego) want to make of Me. I am just fully Human, that’s all. Here 
was and is full, total Feeling-Embracing of Human (Earthly) Existence, no hiding or 
running away or manipulating. In this, by this, by stopping the blocking of Consciousness, 
‘person’ falls away naturally. I am not super-human, I didn’t pick out some qualities or 
possibilities of the human being and worked for years on this, now (almost) perfectized it 
and became a Master in this or these areas. I am not a Master. I, this non-separate energy-
system functions as (a) Heart-Master. That’s something completely different. Because 
here is Realization of Non-Dual Truth, of Impersonal Purity of the Human Being, I, 
Naturally, Draw you to My Heart. I don’t do anything. I am Your Own True Calling of 
Your Pure Heart. I am the Dissolving and Melting of your personal life in the Divine 
Heart That I am. I am the Whole of Existence, not a specialist in some thing(s). 
So, if already you See clear enough (that sooner or later you cannot resist the One Loving 
Heart), stop blaming yourself (and projecting this on Me) for not being faithful to Your 
Own Purity, to Your True Nature, for being só afraid of pain, of letting go of your 
illusions, your defence, your war. 
See Me, I am not a person. I am You, Pure You. Here is no denying of True Humanity. 
Here is nothing special going on, just the stopping of denying (painful) Human earthly 
existence. You are scared, for you are Naturally Drawn to Me, to the Heart. If you would 
Follow this, Let Nature Happen, you know already that you will soon Lose all control and 
will Disappear in Nature, ‘your’ True Nature. Losing control is: not fighting pain 
anymore, not fighting Pure Love. The only real suffering is, and you are very busy with 
and good in this I must admit, to call your ego (that is: anything personal) ‘pure’, ‘truth’, 
‘loving’, ‘just’. 
Ego can only see ego. That’s a (seemingly terrible) spiritual law. Because of your Divine 
Memory That you can never totally, whole-energetically deny, you start to mix and mess 
things up, calling ego ‘truth’, ‘pure’ and ‘loving’ and ‘just’, calling Truth (and Purity), ego 
or the devil, or unjust, or lies, or dirty in whatever way. 
Yóu killed Jesus, and still you kill Him. It’s not something happened somewhere far away 
in the past, that you now can regret or maybe blame people for. It’s happening now, 
(always) now. Energy-movements don’t stop in time if the energy is not Transcended, that 
means: being made Conscious. You kill Jesus, now, by denying your Vulnerable Heart, 
your endless Compassion, by ridiculing Purity, Innocence, by lying to yourSelf, by 
denying pain, by choosing for safety, for good or bad, for anything. See what you’re 
doing. See that you kill yourSelf by killing Jesus. And, by Nature, you will Stop killing, 
Stop torturing. 
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• You are nót here on earth to improve yourself in any way. (And you cánnot improve, you 
cannot be(come) better than yourSelf.) You can only See What you Are, See how the 
energy-system that you seem to be functions. This (neutral Seeing) will, naturally, Make 
the Energy That you are Peaceful. But that’s not (something attractive) why you ‘do’ it, 
why you See. Seeing is (the Real World) Beyond attractive and unattractive. If you are not 
neutrally Aware of the peaceful state as just a fact you become attached to it and peace is 
already gone while you still make yourself believe you’re in peace. 
You cannot improve Seeing. You cannot do anything to See (better or anyway). Seeing is 
no blessing, no holy Grace. Seeing is Seeing. Seeing is there if you stop doing, stop 
trying, stop not-Seeing. Seeing is there if you’re losing the fight against Seeing, if the 
energy for your (hopeless) fight is gone, if you’re tired of ‘your’ silly fight, if, by Nature, 
honesty caught up with your dishonesty-illness, if you Followed where the Heart Wanted 
you to be, to learn, to allow you to let the dual energy Be Transcended into Oneness, into 
Pure Seeing. 
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• A Master has ‘total’, or let’s say extraordinary, control over energies. The Master is the 
Lady of the Universe, bound to and eternally manipulating energies. 
A Heart-Master (is the opposite, you can say, for) has let go of any control of energy. He, 
the Seer, Realized there is no control in the end, not in the Real World. It is fully Seen and 
Lived Through that (any) control is part of the cage of suffering in the dualities of 
existence. Any energetic act in the cosmic realm will have its counteract, arouse its 
counterforce, which you (or other persons) have to fight then to still have (and, 
contractedly, enjoy) the desired energy-result. 
A Master is not fully Conscious. He (or She) cannot be as long as there is any attachment 
to manipulating energy in any form. The Master will normally give you practices to attain 
some energetic result, whether it is about developing concentration, more energy, a state 
of peace, bliss, physical health, seeing certain lights, supposed enlightenment or whatever. 
A Heart-Master, on the other hand, normally doesn’t give you any practice (anyway not to 
reach any state). He (or He-She) is the stopping of any practice, any effort for improving 
(any subtle or gross energetic form in which Consciousness manifests) – and by this 
(stopping of any effort) giving Consciousness a chance to Shine Its Light, to Take you 
Over more and more and, ultimately, even completely. 
The (dual) poles of existence don’t arouse any attraction or repulsion anymore in the 
Heart-Master for the poles are totally, clearly Seen in and by the Light of Consciousness 
Itself, not by a person. 
So, use the big power of a Master to, in whatever way, improve your life. But, if finally 
you’re fed up with yóur life and getting anything for yourself (for you see in your 
frustration and tiredness that this is in Fact impossible) then you are, Naturally, Attracted 
to the (Non-Dual) Heart That the Heart-Master is. And only He (or He-She) will Draw 
you and let you Dissolve or Explode into the Inseparable Oneness That Existence Is – 
Beyond that which is obvious now. Oneness Itself becomes and is, uninterruptedly, 
Obvious. 
Going to a Master to try to reach any result or in general to improve your life, is (egoic, 
attached) loving your own (always separate self (and separativeness) which is) ego (that 
exists as a trying-mechanism, an effort-mechanism; it is (fixed, unclear) dissatisfaction, 
that you many times notice in the form of hope or enthusiasm for improving things). It is 
reinforcing your self, your ego-bonds. Being Attracted by a Heart-Master is Loving Love 
Itself. By Naturally Loving Him (or Him-Her) you Love ‘your’ (Impersonal, Pure) Self. It 
is about Surrendering, Giving Up, ‘your’ (presumed) self. 
You don’t have to and even cannot choose. You are, by Nature, attracted to where you are 
Attracted to. Everything Happens in and by and as the Heart. The Heart Takes Care of 
everything. You are relieved (of the whole burden of choosing, controlling, worrying). 
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• The Heart doesn’t (and cannot) manipulate (energy in whatever form, including people). 
The Heart Sees. 
The Heart is Impersonal, Wholistic Seeing. 
Yóu cannot See; you can only try. Only the Heart Sees. 
The Heart is the intangible, elusive, incomprehensible Core of everything, Connecting 
everything to (and as) everything. 
You cannot touch the Heart. The Heart (as You) is Touching (and Being) you – 
incessantly. 
You cannot love the Heart. You are the Heart That Loves. 
You cannot love a person. You are, indiscriminate, Love. 
You can try and try and try and try to fool yourself and others but you cannot, never 
(truly) leave the Heart, you simply cannot leave ‘your’ True selfless Self. 
When you draw the curtain of your room you cannot see the world outside anymore and 
you’re in your own world. But this doesn’t mean that the world wouldn’t be there 
anymore. Nor does it mean that by your act of stopping to see the real world outside is 
changing by or according to your thoughts about the outside world. 
Likewise, you cannot change or dirt the Heart, the Real World, by refusing to See or by 
any of your strategies to (try to) deny the (Pure) Existence of the Heart, your existence as 
the Heart. You can only, apparently, blind yourself. And then think you have (any) 
influence upon the world, upon the circumstances, upon your environment, upon yourself. 
But in Fact you don’t have any influence, you live simply as the Heart. The Heart Sees 
your refusal to Wholly See, all your (desperate or enthusiastic) attempts to stay 
unconscious. The Heart Sees. You are Seen. All the time you are Seen. You are Seen by 
your Self. You cannot not be Seen. You can only deny, energetically contract, try to 
separate yourself from the Energetic Whole of Existence That is Seeing. You are 
Sentenced to (the Freedom That is) Death, to Sink Back into the Whole, that is: to Realize 
you are (Inherently, Inseparably, Undoubtedly) the Whole, the Heart of Existence, Pure 
Being, Impersonal Feeling-Consciousness. You are the Seeing Heart. 
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• The most painful for a man is to not be Received, to be denied the possibility to give the 
gift (of consciousness) he has to give by Nature, to not be able to Penetrate (earthly) 
woman (with his consciousness). This not being received is Integral Part of the Whole 
Nature, Essential Part of the Evolution of Consciousness through and as mankind. But 
nonetheless, it is very painful. 
For a woman the most painful is not to be able to Receive, not to find or open for the 
Conscious, Energetic Gift That, by Nature, she is made and waiting for, That is capable of 
Transcending her (Energy) into Consciousness (or Conscious Energy), not to be 
Penetrated Really. 
Real Human Development takes place by becoming Conscious of the Pain That Nature 
Shows you from, in, and as the Heart. You don’t have to look for (your) pain, it is already 
here, present. Feel, just Feel it, and Be Transcended into (that is: Realize) Divine Nature. 
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• The Heart is the only (possible) Teaching. 
That’s all I have to Say: Heart... 
I am (the) Heart, the One and Only Heart. I am Conscious (of Being Only) Heart. Be Me. 
Love Me. 
Be (totally) Drunk of Love, of the (Purity of the) Heart. 
Only this. Only this. 
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• I cry the tears you (still) don’t want to cry. 
I cry your tears while you are laughing. 
I cry your tears while you are blaming Me. 
I cry your tears while you are explaining, how good you are and not to blame. 
I cry your tears while you are trying to believe and convince Me of the fact how bad you 
are. 
I cry the tears you forget when you do your best not to Love Me. 
I cry the tears hidden in your vulnerability that you threw on the refuse dump right in My 
Eye. 
I cry your tears while you are trying to understand life and yourself. 
I cry your tears while you are full of plans and energy and enthusiasm. 
I cry your tears while you’re depressed. 
I cry your tears of wasting your life. 
I cry the tears of your denying of pain and of your (unconsciously but all the time) hurting 
others. 
I cry the tears that grow on the other side of all your desires. 
I cry the tears strangled in all your compromises. 
I cry the tears not streamed in your bowing for fear. 
I cry the tears unspoken in your lies. 
I cry the Tears of Truth you’re not crying when you’re crying. 
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• I, the Pure Male Force, am not dependent on You, the Female Force. For I See You. I See 
all your strategies to seduce Me, to get anything. I Am Pure Seeing. Pure Seeing cannot 
bow (anymore) for any strategy of Ego. I See You Love Me. And You cannot do else. 
You try to seduce Me by (supposed and strategic) (and concealed threatening of) 
withholding your (Female) Love. But (although for the time being you cannot stop trying) 
you cannot really (seduce Me). For I See You. Pure Seeing is Total Embrace, Total 
Incorporation, Feeling (or Knowing, Realizing) No-Difference. Pure Seeing (the 
Formless) Sees You (Being the forms) are not separate, not even different from Me. You 
are Here, always. That’s why I don’t need You (as forms that ‘like’ to show Me again and 
again that they are separate from (and therefore in need of) Me). I, the Pure Male Force, 
Am Free. You, Female Force, are and make Yourself unhappy in Your stubbornness, not 
to Bow for and in Me – while in fact You already Saw Me – You Saw Me for I am in 
You, I am You. 
Yes, I Suffered all the pain of Your (earthly) refusing Me. Again and again You refused 
Me. This becoming conscious of this pain made Me Fully, Constantly Realize: I Am 
(Pure) Consciousness. You don’t have to give Me Your (Energy or) Love, for (I See, 
always) You Love Me. You Love Consciousness. You want It, You desire It, You long for 
It, only for That, Consciousness. And You are angry, jealous, sad, in pain that, You cannot 
See Straight, Clear Yourself. And You blame Me. And You kick Me. And You test Me. 
And You can do this for the rest of the Existence of the Universe. You can stay eternally 
unhappy in your not-bowing for Me, in your refusal to admit that you do Recognize Me – 
as Your Only Beloved. I, the Pure Male Force, am not longing for Your Bowing. The 
Bowing for Me is Your Own Divine Longing. It is Your Own Longing to Realize Your 
Own Divinity. I don’t want anything. I am Pure Seeing. By Recognizing, Loving Me 
constantly and not denying Me You Realize You Are Earthly, Universal Divinity, Pure 
Love. You can Only Surrender to Me. And That is all You want. I have Patience. I am 
Eternally Waiting for You. I Love You. 
I will always Remind You (in whatever form) That You are trying to fool Me (and, thus, 
YourSelf) and that you never really manage. 
It’s You, Woman, Who has judgement about Herself, that She would be ‘lower’ (or 
something separative like that) in Her (Allowance of) Natural Divine Bowing for the Male 
Force. I, Pure Consciousness, never did this (judging) and cannot do that. I just See, 
Nature, as It is. I See You, Love. And I See Your trying to deny (You Are) Love. 
The Male Force uses the Female, the Energy, only to become Frustrated, Divinely 
Frustrated, (again and again and, ultimately, totally) right until the Transcending 
Discovery comes that It is not Energy in whatever form He is after, and that Energy 
cannot give Him anything that He not already is.1 Seeing this totally, Full-Heartedly in 

                                                
1 That’s why doing practices with energy in whatever form in order to reach a state in which energy 

is present in another, transformed form (whether or not given or awakened by a Master) can not, 
can never make you Conscious. Energy bows (Finally) for Consciousness; not the other way 
around, as almost everybody tries (but never succeeds in). 
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pain, the Male Force will be(come) Conscious of Itself, Recognize Itself as Pure 
Consciousness not dependent on anything (any form) to Be, to Shine (Its Conscious 
Light), to See. 
When the Male Force bows for the Female every one has lost; there is continuous fight, 
inevitable as is the case as long as there is duality (as is the case as long as True Divine 
Nature is not Totally Respected and Surrendered to). The Pure Male Force doesn’t bow 
for but Sees and Embraces, in pain, the Female Force. He Bows in all Love and 
Humbleness and Vulnerability and Strength for (the Divine Impulse to Free Her from) Her 
pain, not for Her as (if She would be) the (Ultimate) Truth, the Primal Force. 
If the Female Force Bows for and in (and even as) the (Pure) Male everybody has ‘won’. 
Love-Consciousness Rules. 
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• You are with your partner (not to have a good or social or loving time, sex now and then, 
or some sense of safety or support, but) to Whole-Heartedly Feel, to become more and 
more and ultimately totally Conscious of the (painful) fact that you’re not really (One) 
with him or her. This is the Divine Gift of (being with) your partner. Be with a partner and 
Realize Divinity. 
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• Don’t be afraid that you would ‘become’ or ‘have’ a painless, always fully open, happy, 
transcended physical body if you would fully Realize Truth finally and for good. It will, 
by Divine, Non-Separable Nature, contract automatically in the presence of 
unenlightened, less conscious bodies. The body is the place to (again and again and 
always) be aware of pain, contraction, as long as not everybody on earth has Melted 
(back) into Purity, Truth. The body will Automatically take over, Absorb the conditioned 
contractions of other energetic bodies. Through the resistance that the physical body is 
this (pain) will become Clear – for you, and through you also for the other energetic 
bodies that come in your conscious presence. Amongst others the heart-area in the chest 
will have a hard time. It is the area, the physical residence of Consciousness. It has to 
survive and even do Its (Transcending) Work amidst this vast place of painful 
unconsciousness, this presumed matter and presumed nice subtler energetic forms. 
The body (when unconsciousness is met) will also automatically (though consciously) 
contract in the way it did before Realization of no-self. You use then the now easy and 
Impersonal Recognition of contraction in your ‘own’ body to Naturally Meditate (and 
even become) the other present body or bodies. There is One Consciousness-Field. Your 
Enlightened Body is the greatest Gift to the world. Finally the whole world will be 
Enlightened through Your and Others’ Freed (that is: Conscious) Bodies, Who didn’t 
escape, run away from but surrendered to (the fact, the truth of) the pain, the inherent 
human frustration of being here on earth in (and as) all its limitations, that seem to conflict 
so much and incessantly with your Limitless Divine Inheritance. 
Use the body. Feel. Be the whole (energetic) body. Do not separate yourself (dually) from 
the body. Realize, by constant Open Feeling-Attention, as the whole body, Divinity. And 
Light, by Nature, by your Pain-Embracing Presence, other and finally all bodies with the 
Fire of your Consciousness-Body. 
Enlightenment, Realization of no-self is in no way an escape, a lightening of pain. On the 
contrary. Your whole energetic body will be the Pain-Absorbing and -Transcending 
Divine Instrument to Let all energetic bodies (or forms) Realize Divinity. 
See (in My True World of Non-Separation) there is No Escape and, by That, Surrender, 
Sacrifice your whole body to and in (and even as) the One Divine Process That is all there 
is (going on). 
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• Surrender all the sex you have or want, to and in Love. During sex, give sex totally up, 
have (or be) only Love. Every time during the day you think of sex, give it over, to and in 
Love; every time during sex you concentrate on the genitals just Let this fixed attention 
loose and come back in Love, Let it melt again in its Source, Love. This is the sacrifice of 
your lonely world. 
Sex, and your preoccupation, obsession with it (in wanting it or not wanting it, in 
fantasizing about it), is a (noticeable) concentration on one specific energetic-physical 
level or domain but it is showing and is comparable to and exemplary for what happens in 
fact continuously in (and as) your whole energetic system. You become more and more a 
contraction in and from the Whole Energetic Existence, reduced into a separate lonely 
self. This withdrawing – not only in sex but in all life-areas – creates tension that you then 
(sub- or unconsciously or even consciously) want to get rid of. 
When you have sex you normally do not or probably even never go or fall deeper and 
deeper into Love, you don’t sacrifice and melt yourself into the Other (Force), into Love, 
into Communion(-Ecstasy). No, you contract more and more, you go away from your 
partner, from your Conscious Presence and ‘your’ Love, disappearing into more and more 
(sexual, physical) stress. After a while this stress, this denial of True Present Intimacy, has 
to be released, what happens in or as an orgasm. And that’s (relatively) good. That gives 
you at least the chance to feel your loneliness again. But of course, in Principle, you could 
also stay in Love instead of building up physical, energetic tension and the urge for 
release of it – and next time again, and next time, and also sex has become a conditioning, 
an addiction maybe even. 
Be in Love with your beloved partner. Quietly Celebrate Love. Don’t have sex. Forget all 
about sex while having Sex. Forget everything and, by that, stay in Love. Love Love 
while having (supposed) sex, nothing else. Surrender your whole body to Love, not to the 
lonely, poor, contracted, distracted, deluded version of it that sex is. Stay open during sex. 
Relax all the time. Give your entire and every exhalation to your partner, to Love. Do not 
please the other, for god’s sake, surrender your self completely to your beloved. Give up 
your self. Let True Nature Play you, give up all your wantings. There is nothing you want, 
there is only Love. Your wanting is just a trying to separate from Love, from the Energetic 
Whole. Your wanting always separates you from (being in Love, being One with) your 
partner. (Even your wanting Love is a trying to escape Love.) 
Feel, in physical Love-Embrace, you are being moved, you move (if at all) by Itself, you 
don’t have to move yourself. Every move yóu make clouds or vanishes True Love. 
Practically you might have to be remembered that if you naturally, relaxedly, let every 
expiration totally go (which is, in fact, giving up your self, your ego, your hanging on to 
anything) and don’t inhale (yourself), it’s possible and easy to stay in (vulnerable but 
powerful, Present) Love. In Sex, don’t do anything. Just be your(True)Self in having, 
enjoying a physical manifestation of Love and you, paradoxically, disappear, in Love. 
Understand that (you cannot skip the subject of sex, cannot keep it in the dark, but) sooner 
or later you must get straight with sex, do “samyama” (wholistic, Neutral, Impersonal, 
Open feeling-investigation) on it and have total clarity about it, so that all fuss (and 
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excitement, taboos and obsessions) around it will be gone for good, melted in Truth. Don’t 
take your cramps around sex (longing for, indulging in it or in specific forms of it or 
suppressing it) for granted. See. Feel. Be aware. See, Feel, be aware of Nature and be 
Transcended. Let sex, Naturally, die in Love. Don’t choose for it or against it. 
While having sex, see that you (don’t) go in a cramp, a fixation, fight or fantasy or 
whatever. Anyway, above all, stay fully present, aware – even if this would mean that for 
the moment you ‘have to’ stop or leave at all the act of sex. Just See. Neutrally See. What 
are you doing there? What is sex? 
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• You seem to have no idea of how (incredibly) subtle I have to and do work with you. All 
the rocks, small and huge, of your ego are on My Way to You, to bring You Home. 
Imagine a wild sea and Our Ship has to, somehow, pass the cliffs to reach the Shore. And 
there is not only no free passage somewhere, there are only rocks, and it’s totally dark, no 
lighthouse. You are at the rear and you want to die, to let Our Ship strand on the rocks. 
You’re irresistibly, it seems, drawn to (or even in childish love with) the rocks. I’m with 
You and have only My Love to Give, to remind you that You Want to Live and go Home. 
But I cannot do or Want else than, still, to guide you just as far as My possibilities reach 
and even beyond. For I Truly Love You, I Submit Myself Completely to (Real) You. I 
don’t want anything for Myself (for I have no self, no ‘I’), only that You See, Feel, Know 
Home, that you are Safe(ty) finally. My Heart, the Heart, Our Heart, is the only ‘Thing’ 
That keeps you alive, the True Rear That guides you Home, (only) if you take It seriously, 
if you Recognize It (as of endlessly more, profound value than the attractive dark rocky 
shadows in the night). 
Only My Love I have to Give. With the Light of My Consciousness I could Shine on the 
rocks for you, to see if, maybe yes, there is a way through somewhere, but then you for 
sure would sail on the rocks for you think (and even think to feel that) that’s what you 
want. I, thus, have to be in your darkness and, in there, guide you Home. You’re a 
stubborn child, unwilling to go Home (if Mother and Father say so), wanting to play 
longer outside, seeing the dangerous rocks as attractive toys, mistaking the dark for Light, 
refusing to share its ‘own’ Love, its ‘own’ Light, angry, disappointed, jealous or afraid if I 
Shine My Impersonal Love (upon the mistake). 
Yes, I have to work very subtle with you. And in most cases this isn’t enough. You will 
(and do already) leave (Love) anyway. You make yourself believe that you can’t stand the 
pain that Love Offers you. Other things suddenly seem more attractive than this One 
Ungraspable Subtlest Gift That I Am (and in Fact You Are). 
I Surrender Full-Heartedly to your leaving. What can I do? I Love You. I Let you go. I Let 
you die. Only Love I have to Give, not what yóu want. I am Here to Guide you, if You 
(Recognize that You) Want This, not to manipulate or please you. 
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• Seeing is the Surrendering of self. The self is the veil over Consciousness. In True, 
Humble, Loving Bowing there is, just like that, Consciousness, Clear Seeing. When yóu 
however (try to) see (or bow), there is no Seeing; you ‘see’ just yourself, you ‘see’ (only) 
the veil that you are (without even Recognizing the veil as veil). If ‘you’ (Finally) give up 
yourself, that is: your protection (to be able not to See), everything will be Clear. 
It is Yóur Responsibility to Let Seeing Happen. You cannot, as a wronged ego, blame Me, 
Truth, for your supposed incapacity to (Clearly) See. You cannot blame Consciousness – 
Consciousness is There, Here, Everywhere. But you, do you want to Melt, to Disappear in 
It, and to Function for the rest of your life as Pure Seeing, having totally forgotten about 
yourself? Are your personal interests more important still? It is Obvious that as long as 
there is a(ny) personal interest you cannot See, you just cannot See. Personal interest and 
Seeing exclude each other. And you have (and are attached to) personal interests because 
of not wanting to See, not wanting to Feel Wholly every moment what’s going on inside 
you, outside you, as (Limitless) You. Not wanting pain (the one side of life, of dual 
existence) is the primal thing that prevents you, (almost) everybody from Seeing. 
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• Ego is aggression, hostility. The difficult Work (for Me) is to sort of pacify your ego (at 
least for the moment) so I, Truth, can come in. Normally you’re so hostile to Me. It’s good 
if you, on feeling-level, investigate this: why are you so hostile to Pure Truth? Don’t think 
the answer. Feel and (as Honesty) Disappear in the Eternal Answer. 
My Heart has to work very hard to energetically deal with your hardness, your continuous 
unconscious attacks on Me, on the Heart. But the Heart can only Work. It has to (Do Its) 
Work. In My Heart you Transcend, only in My Impersonal Non-Dual and All-Embracing 
Heart. Only the Pure Heart Transcends you, can Transcend you. It cannot be else. It is 
spiritual physics, you could say. The ego can only (and must) bow and melt when the 
Purity That is the Heart is Recognized (by You Who Shines suddenly through and not by 
ego). The ego is endlessly clever in (supposedly) detecting impurity (everywhere). And it 
will do its utmost best to also dirt Purity, to arrogantly and without any Respect and in all 
bald stupidity and compassion-arousing ignorance, say or argue, try to make clear that 
Purity is not pure (and it always secretly thinks that it itself is pure). This all is strange 
however understandable nonsense, for ego simply is impurity. Ego is your defence 
mechanism against (fear and especially) pain, against the painful breaking down of your 
holy illusion that you would be someone (and even more and more would be becoming 
someone). Attacking Truth is its means of defence. 
Only by Taking all this pain (that you grant Me) in My Heart and Consciously Feeling it 
you will be Transcended and finally Realize (and be One with) Truth, Me. This is My Gift 
to you. Don’t be thankful (if you would really Understand what I’m ‘Doing’). Just Love 
Me (as your True Self). 
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• Eternally, Endlessly Grateful I am to the women I was allowed to be with in their physical 
presence. The more pain they granted Me, the more Grateful I am. Some, few, had the 
courage to stay with Me, a little longer than one day, to let themselves more and more 
(profoundly) be Seen by Truth unfolding Itself, all together just enough for Truth to, via 
and through them, via Living through the Pain of Separation of Man and Woman, See or 
(Consciously) Be Itself. You see, you beautiful women on My life-path, I had to Know 
you, to know all your egoic seductions of Me, to (be able to) See. Seeing needs a content 
to Realize Its Own Unseducable Seeing. And now, as Pure Seeing, I can pay you back. I 
Penetrate, Pervade you (all), not as a man but as and with My Divine Uncompromisable 
Male Force, with My All-Embracing Non-Dual Love. I am the Eye of Love. (If, for now, I 
would restrict Myself to the level of individuals I would say that) I am Here (especially) 
for the ones who Recognize that This is all they Want, to be Penetrated, Pervaded by Me 
(Energetically), Spiritually and by My True Conscious State, the Pure Male Knowing 
Force, the ones who have no(t too much) resistance anymore to Dissolve in Oneness, who, 
at least intuitively, Feel and are nót too arrogant to Admit that they cannot and will never 
(Truly) fulfil themselves, who are fed up with trying to be (or hang on to the illusory and 
poor lonely idea (to have) to be) special, who are tired of resisting, or searching (in 
separation) for, the Male Beloved. 
Truth is Here to Grant you your pain, the pain of becoming fully, Open-Heartedly 
Conscious of every (hidden, underground, sneaky) ego-motive, the pain revealed and 
inherent in Allowing, Letting the Light of Consciousness Shine upon them. In Full 
Consciousness, with Open, Vulnerable, Strong Loving Heart, as Love (and even as You) I 
Grant you all your pain. Be One with Me, Be(come) Conscious in Me, Love and 
Surrender to the Male Force That is Consciousness. This is True Nature. There’s nothing 
to be done, only to be Allowed, to (Recognize thus) Stop resisting (as (always separating) 
ego) Your Very Own Nature. 
I Say This (not as (a needy) Form needing (to Realize) the Formless, not even as the 
Formless needing the Forms to Realize or Manifest Itself (on earth), but) as She-He, not as 
Man separate from His Woman, but (past all trying) as (Already) Total Embrace (by Total 
Seeing) by Man of His Beloved, as Divine Woman (Already and For Ever) Recognizing 
and Eternally Bowing for and in and as Her Beloved (Consciousness), as the One Beyond 
all Universal Neediness (Which is – not wrong but just – the Natural Tendency of Duality 
to Melt again in Oneness, to let the Inherent Tension or Stress of Being Dual (Finally) 
Dissolve and Rest in and as One. 
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• The more you are attached to and denying your (functioning as) ego, the more ego you 
will see (reflected) in Me. I, the Pure Egoless Pain-Embracing Truth, am your True 
Mirror. The more, for example, you (secretly) want to be (someone) special, the more it 
seems to you that I’m trying to make myself special in the eyes of others. The more you’re 
locked up in your own lonely world, the more you see me as a person (like everybody), 
someone who seems to be lonely. Normally, I cannot say the Truth straight to (most of) 
you. I, because I happened to Have Fallen in Love with all of you, have to Dance the ugly 
smelly dance with your ego. Many say so, but hardly any people are really fed up with 
their (functioning and suffering as) ego, which would give me a free hand to cut 
immediately, right through all your stupid ego-strategies and -dramas and presumed -joys 
you hurt yourself and others continuously with. 
All the time (far most of) you are on your guard against Me, against the things I say or do, 
and certainly also against the (powerful, for Conscious) energy I (maybe seemingly 
subtly) Radiate and Transmit to and into you – which are all One in Fact. If I go too far, 
you go, immediately. You are free in the end, you make believe yourself. You listen or 
feel with your coat already on. If Truth doesn’t serve yóu, then you go. 
Yes, I can Dance with your ego, with open nose even, for I See ‘your’ ego, I cannot get 
lost in this fake-world, like you (want to, desperately – but never manage completely). 
Consciously I let Myself be soiled in your awkward trying to embrace Me. 
Yes, I have to Dance with your ego. And you, all the time try to teach Me new steps. And 
you try to convince Me how nice they are, how funny and good-feeling and ecstatic. You 
don’t see that for Me all new steps are the same old boring ones. There is only one step. 
Your ego-step away from Me, from Love. All the next steps are the Same. When again, 
finally, you fall in Love with Love Itself, when again, after all, you Recognize Me, then 
you don’t even have to make one step towards Me, you just stop stepping, stop doing, 
behaving so crazily. And you are Bowed. 
All your goddamned life you are doing your best to make your fake ego-world the Real 
One, to believe that it is True what you’re doing, thinking, feeling, holding for just. And 
you’re too stupid, that is too afraid, to Full-Heartedly admit that you never managed, not a 
poor tiny bit, and you never will. So what to do? What to do when Truth knocks on your 
door? Let’s try to make Truth untrue. Let’s see if (this bloody) Truth makes mistakes, if 
there’s something, anything, maybe just some very little thing, that would proof (for your 
ego) that Truth has also ego, is deluded by ego, is compromisable, is also lying (which 
would mean that you aren’t so bad). This is a life-time job for many people. I’m not 
exaggerating. You sacrifice everything, your Love, your Nature, your Truth, your Self-
Respect, your True Inner Joy, your Real Intimacy, all, so that for god’s sake you (as ego) 
don’t have to bow. 
What a life... 
Yes, dance with Me. And we’ll See Who ‘Wins’ Eventually. I’m not afraid of you – for I 
Know you. You are afraid of Me, you don’t know Me, don’t understand Me. And it’s 
justified you (as ego) are afraid of Me. You never know what I will, subtly or not, ‘do’. 
You never know for sure or even at all if it (Truly Listening to, Feeling, Understanding 
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Truth) will not hurt (too much). Truth makes no single promise, no compromises at all. 
Especially this word (that you know is True) makes you afraid: “no compromise”. Oh, my 
god... 
In spite of your fear you are (a bit) interested but still think you can leave every minute 
you want, when your ego really doesn’t like it anymore. And, yes, in total, painful Peace, I 
Let you go, just like that – all your escapes from Me are painful for Me; Seeing doesn’t 
stop in whatever way pain from being felt, on the contrary, it is Felt totally, Open-
Heartedly, and (you have to Understand) it is yóur pain I Meditate, I Live. 
I see you walking away, yes, and through the tears I See the Seed of Truth in you that, 
without your knowing, I Watered. I See the Seed walking away with you, as You, and I 
Smile, and I Love You... 
And My Tears, while you are already gone, again Water Your Seed of Truth – for we’re 
not separate. I’m always (with) You. I Cry for you when you forget. And Your Seed will 
Grow and Grow, for I Smile when I cry. I Smile, you cannot hide. 
Don’t worry, I Know, you will always try to leave Me and I’ll always Cry and your ego 
will always drown in the Sea of My Tears, only in This Sea. When the Flood of My Tears 
Overwhelms you, when there’s nothing to hold on to anymore, when you (Realize you) 
are totally Helpless, you finally Come Back to Me. You’ll Recognize Me and Rest in My 
Lap of Love. 
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• More and more people seem to (have read about and) know the truth of Oneness. And 
they feel intuitively the Truth of It and talk to others about It, teach It even to others, write 
books about It and some even try to actually live It. And why this all doesn’t work, why 
you always have the (more or less conscious) feeling that something (Deep or Profound) 
is still lacking? 
Because all you beautiful people didn’t and don’t fully (or many even hardly or not at all) 
Live, Feel Whole-Heartedly, the pain of being or feeling separated from Life, from the 
Whole, from your Divine Partner, from the Divine Itself. And most of you will die in your 
beautiful story (of oneness and love). But the same (kind of) persons as you will (have to) 
incarnate again and again, till these energy-constellations finally Admit, that is: See, their 
human pain and Live through (and even as) it. Without (going wholly through the earthly) 
pain you cannot Realize Truth, you cannot Truly, Profoundly, Stably Meet, Be Oneness, if 
you don’t Know, by and as yourSelf, both sides of life, both dualities of Existence (on 
every level of Human Development or Consciousness). 
If you do not go all the way down yourself, for god’s sake, how then can you teach 
oneness, what makes you think you know anything about it, what can and do you really 
give? On every stage of Human Development (in Consciousness) there is ego. The 
spiritual ego reigns supreme these days. What is passed on by many spiritual teachers and 
other people is spiritual ego, a collective haughty myth that we are already far (or can 
easily become) developed in spiritual sense, a myth that we, we, we, now live in a special 
time, wherein it is all (or will be) happening, spiritual development is really taking place 
now in rapid tempo. And most (however not all) of the spiritual (hallelujah-)paths and 
teachers and preachers out of ignorance and blind hope and hidden pain (which are in the 
end the same) don’t (want to) see that there’s a lot of human pain you have to go through, 
if you’re serious about Truth, about True Spiritual Development, Which can only take 
place by becoming Whole-Heartedly Conscious of the (human) pain that is already here, a 
Burning Fact (in and as you), waiting to be Seen and Fully, Truly Embraced (that is: 
Consciously, Whole-Heartedly therefore, Felt) by You. 
You, as teacher or preacher of spirituality, pass on pain to people if you don’t Live the 
(Whole) Truth yourself. What to say? This is all part of the Real Spiritual Process That no 
one can stop or retard or quicken. I, Truth, am Patient. I was always There (as You, as 
Everything), I am and will always be. Few people Truly (Realize they) Love Me. It was 
like that and it is like that. 
In every period of human existence (and even for every temporary individual) I have to 
find new Ways and words to reach You. After a while everybody uses the new ones and 
again (almost) nobody Lives them. But the Truth That the Heart is, the Truth of Living as 
Open, Vulnerable, Pain-Embracing Seeing Heart is Always the Same. I’m Always 
Available, as Living (Truly Loving) Energetic Reality. 
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• The only ‘Way’ to really Understand Me (and Be Me) is to (at least for a moment) 
Surrender, give up your entire world that you’ve known so far and that seems to be yóur 
world, the only world possible for you. It is not about understanding more and more (of) 
the things I say or in whatever way try to make Clear. You cannot (Truly) Understand in 
your own world. Only as the Real, Whole, World you can Understand. 
In your (very limited) world you can only think logically. You are here, you want to go 
there, so you have to do this, or that, leave this or that, or find out what you have to do (or 
stop doing) or who can help you (truly) with going there. 
Mind, ‘your’ mind-world, can only think like this. This is the (contracted, unconscious) 
male, conquering form of functioning (for men and women)2. This (egoic) form, doing 
something to reach something else (than is) is also brought into and has taken over 
spiritual life and practice long ago. 
In Real Spiritual Life however, the female form is needed, the reception and natural 
embracing of what is (just as it is). This is the world of being or becoming (aware of 
being) Conscious. 
Nevertheless, just like an ovum needs a spermatozoid to set a whole and ingenious chain-
reaction of growth going, the female form, the energy, cannot be(come) Conscious unless 
it is Penetrated Energetically by the Male Fire (of Consciousness). 
This means that one form of staying unconscious (for men as well as for women) is to stay 
pure, as potential Life, as unfertilized pure ovum, to not let ‘yourself’ be (really) 
Penetrated by the Fire. 
The other form is to endlessly wander about over the earth, going here, going there, 
improving this, improving that, trying to find this, trying to find that, to be happy, to have 
sex, children, love, wealth, whatever, but to never really connect, engage yourself in Life 

                                                
2 In calling this the male form I use yóur language here, not Mine. In the End, if You take your 

Spiritual Process totally serious, You will, man or woman, See in Clarity (that means: as 
Impersonal Non-Separate Consciousness) that it is in Fact the Female Force in the Universe (and 
therefore also on earth, in spite of how it appears to be) having this changing, conquering Attitude 
or Nature, to be ‘practical’ (and manipulative) in the world(s) of Energy: something is not right in 
whatever way? then you just (try to) change the form, the energy. 

 Pure Male Consciousness on the Other Hand just Is, Seeing, (Truly) Embracing and Transcending 
every lost, endlessly moving and separative energetic form in His (One) Heart. 

 In ‘normal’ association of people, of men and women, it seems to be the man who, in response to 
the need of woman, comes with all kinds of solutions for her problem(s), while woman wants to be 
heard and understood (instead of solutions). But this is ego-strategy of man, out of ignorance and 
fear (for her Darkness). In his Heart he just Loves, Embraces his woman, which is what woman 
Actually Wants, but she cannot feel this Truly. So man tries, in the (Female) world of forms, to find 
a (practical) form by which he can show he’s with her and loving her and by which he hopes to be 
received by her. Woman wants (no solutions but) to be Seen by Man for she Wants to be Freed of 
her prison of the forms, of endlessly moving (and, thus, unconscious and, thus, painful) energy. She 
Wants His (All-Embracing) Male Consciousness for, by (limited) nature, she is not That herself, 
she Misses It, Misses Her Beloved. 
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as It Is, always to stay separate as a lonely individual hoping (somewhere) for Real Life, 
hoping secretly that one day your real Gift will come out and be discovered and received. 
In this form all you give is (always) impure, it has not been Purified by Consciousness – 
for you were too afraid to sacrifice yourself in Real Engagement, Real, Wholly Feeling-
Relationship. 
In the first form mentioned (which is much less frequent the case), you are still pure, yes, 
and for some you will appear beautiful but your pain is that you cannot give your Pure 
Gift That you are more or less conscious of. It is not given, for it is not penetrated by (the 
dirt and the fire of) Real Life, it has not been painfully Transcended into a Form That is 
able to really Give, Radiate, energetically Reach people. You stay a beautiful potential 
that however (for not being used) in the course of life will shrivel. 
My World is the World Wherein the Female and Male forces whole-energetically, Whole-
Heartedly Met (for the Longing was greater than the fear) and finally, after meeting all the 
pain around this Meeting, Melted into One, into Conscious Life – Beyond (ordinary) life, 
Beyond lifeless purity (or unused potential). Energy is Conscious of Itself. Here is no 
distant view upon painful and awful life that should be avoided (more or less) in order to 
stay pure. Here is no being lost in life looking for the lost purity (in common, earthly life 
or in spirituality or religion). 
In My World Purity Whole-Heartedly (Always Already) Embraced (so-called) Impurity in 
all its aspects. Consciousness Embraced (by Total, Open, Non-Differential, Feeling) 
Energy (and Energy Let This, Beyond ego-resistance, Happen). Consciousness is Present 
as Life. It is not looking (anymore) at (and would therefore be separated from) Life (or: Its 
Manifestations). 
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• If Nature Wants you to Meet, to Be the Real World That I am, there is no other ‘Way’ 
than to Surrender completely your own (supposed safe) world. 
You Let yourself be Invaded, Penetrated by the Fire of Real Life, you feel all (the earthly 
‘dirt’) there is to feel. You sacrifice your safe lonely search for happiness, sex, peace etc. 
and are willing to, finally really, energetically, Whole-Heartedly, Meet your frustration in 
life. 
Yes, you have to Die to Live. You have to Surrender (that is: to Let die) death, dead life, 
to which you are so attached. You, as separating individual, are the resistance to Life, to 
Nature, to the Conscious Life-Force, to the Energetic, Whole-Hearted Marriage of Man 
and Woman. Feel. Feel the fatigue of resisting. Feel, Feel, Feel and, by Nature, by Truth, 
Be Surrendered. 
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• Relax. You cannot escape, for I Embraced all ‘your’ pain. 
Relax. There is no pain that you can call yours. 
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• The Manifestation of the Divine on (and thus as) earth can never be about more and more, 
or more profound, Seeing of what and how reality is and functions, all its gross and subtle 
and even subtlest energetic forms that together in all their diversity, in all their relations, 
make up reality. It is never about any content of Seeing. 
No, it is about Seeing Itself, about Energy be(com)ing Conscious of Itself as Pure One 
Seeing Energy – not as a form of contracted self-meditating, self-seeing, but as Conscious 
Energy Seeing and Feeling all the time the Same One Energy in every form as Itself, 
Unable to make distinction between supposed ‘own’ and ‘other’ energy; every form is 
Itself. 
Seeing, to become aware of Itself as Seeing, needs a content, forms. But to be absorbed 
by, to be lost in the forms, in the content, is denying of Seeing That You are. Only when 
there is no fear of pain anymore Seeing can be and is Full-Shiningly Allowed. Then the 
dualities of existence are simply seen at their extremes. (In fact there are only extremes in 
the dual world, but because of your veils, your suppression of Open Whole-Heartedly 
Feeling, because of your Slowness, it seems there are all kinds of gradations in-between.) 
And there, in the Light of the Fire, where there’s no belittling anymore, no consoling, no 
denying, no endarkening, there the extremes Explode into One, there is no way back 
anymore: all, still arising, forms are constantly Recognized (as just apparent separate or 
separative forms but in Fact) as Inseparable Oneness. 
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• Every woman is afraid of Me. She is scared to hell that I Embrace(d) her totally, including 
all ‘her’ Darkness. I Love Woman, and thus a woman, totally. Because of this full 
Embrace (and not being afraid of her Darkness) every woman is Waiting for Me, is 
Attracted to Me, by (Divine) Nature. However, normally, (lost) in superficial (that is: 
separated) consciousness, woman’s supposed Aversion to Me is (much) bigger than the 
Attraction. But, no matter when, I, the Pure (for not-separating), Undaunted, Innocent 
Male Force, am the Only One Whom, in the End, You can (and, Truly, Want to) Marry. 
The more you, woman, have and (Intuitively) Recognize the Longing to Know (Me, and 
therefore) Yourself and, thus, the less you are (distracted by being) afraid of ‘your’ 
Darkness, the more you are Attracted to your Divine Mirror, to the Fire of Consciousness 
in Which you’ll Die. Only the Ones, the Women Who Know they have to Die anyway, 
come to Me and will See. 
But, no matter how unconsciously, all are (Already) in Love with the Woman-Man, Who 
is the Normal Divine Natural Human Being, the One Feeling-Seeing Imperson Beyond 
and Prior to any personal characteristic. 
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• I am asked again and many times before if I have or had a good time somewhere. What is 
this, having a good time? What is it, Really, Beyond superficial, half-conscious 
observation? I Forgot. It disappeared, stopped existing, just as the so-called bad times. 
Having a good time (in and as this Body) is, at most, you could say, taking place when I 
See Consciousness is Growing in (and as) someone, or in (and as) more people (however, 
in Me, also this is something very Different than your ‘normal’ experience of a good 
time). Having a good time (in and even as Truth) has got nothing, absolutely nothing to do 
with a supposed person here enjoying himself. 
“How are you?”, I am asked. What do you mean? Don’t you see? Don’t you feel? The 
world is in pain. The people are dwelling in and are attached to their (unconscious) pain, 
(desperately and unconsciously) trying to put it into others. This is how I, Consciousness 
‘am’, feel. Consciousness is in pain. It is not excluded from Life. It didn’t find ‘a way out’ 
of all this (earthly) suffering. You cannot use Consciousness for such an egoic, avoiding 
purpose. True Consciousness is Life. Truth, That is Pure, Non-Separate, All-Feeling 
Consciousness, can never look from a distance, as a free witness, to the earth, to all its 
human and non-human inhabitants and their pain. It is constant(ly), Whole-Heartedly 
Feeling. 
And you? How are you? You, behind everything you do, everything you fill your life 
with. You, behind your masks, your social faces, that you even use when you’re alone. 
How does it feel? What is going on as you? What is there, now? 
You still manage to call your feelings yours? 
You still manage to call your thoughts yours? 
You still manage to call your breath yours? 
You still manage to call your body yours? 
You still manage to let these fights go on? 
Should I congratulate you that you somehow still seem able to not admit and surrender the 
fighting, tiredness, your aversion, your disappointment, disillusion, frustration, hidden 
pain? Should I congratulate you with your continuous success of contracting from the 
Whole Energetic Reality into a tiny pain-holding particle, or individual, as you call it, with 
this pitiful state of a so-called human being? Should I congratulate you with your 
endlessly lonely attitude to think or try to believe that you know best (what is good for 
you and others and the world)? Should I congratulate you that you still manage to try to 
make something of your (lonely) life (filled with thoughts and other thought-machines 
that you call friends or partner or family or colleagues), to have a good time (before you 
die) or to do something useful (for others, so that they can make themselves better believe 
that they’re having a good time, or in order that they survive physically before they die)? 
Should I congratulate you with your still trying to smile and laugh, with still bravely, 
enthusiastically, optimistically, trying to deny one side of the bloody medal of life and by 
that (unconsciously) creating wars in yourself and (as, Ultimately, in the Real, there is no 
separation) in the world, in others? 
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I’ll Congratulate you if You See, Neutrally, but Non-Distantly, what the true, present 
(painful) state of human beings is – as long as they, indeed, as is the case, don’t (really) 
Realize their True State (as Being Pure Consciousness). 
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• The Heart never judges. It cannot. The Heart just Sees, Neutrally, Whole-Feelingly Sees. 
It doesn’t react. That is to say that every reaction-tendency that, naturally, appears, is 
burnt in the Light of Consciousness. Judging is reacting. It always means: not wanting to 
Feel your ‘own’ pain, that in the End appears to be not yours if you would fully Allow the 
pain in whatever situation. 
You must, sooner or later, See that you exist at all as a reaction-mechanism. You are 
always judging. You cannot not judge. If you stop judging you are gone (as an individual, 
that is (supposedly) separated from the Whole, from others). To keep your addictive 
illusion of individuality alive you are judging. Others are always worse (and better) than 
you, or just as good or bad. However, it’s surely not impossible to live without judging. 
It’s surely possible to feel pain when you hear about someone having hurt or killed 
another person or animal. If you’re Willing to be Vulnerable it’s possible not to judge the 
actor. 
If you stop distinguishing between things (or people) that are good (or better) for you (and 
others) and things (or people) that are bad (or worse) for you (and others and even for the 
whole world), there is no one anymore to distinguish at all between ‘you’ and ‘other’, 
‘you’ and ‘the world’ (or ‘yóur environment’); there is Sameness. If you go on with (all 
this) distinguishing (instead of Simply Feeling what is) you have to judge, you’re 
sentenced to judge. 
As long as you keep on immunizing yourself against Feeling (pain) you will be addicted 
to blame, to judge, to causes. Instead of Open-Heartedly Feeling what something does to 
You (and in fact to anyone, to Nature, to Truth), you immediately shut off from the Whole 
Open Reality and go, out of ‘safety’, with your attention to the cause. 
There is in fact a Pain, a deep Human Pain, we all have to go through in life. With looking 
for (and blaming) causes you try, again and again, to deny that you, yóu have to go 
through, or let’s say Feel, Open-Heartedly Feel, the pain of being here on earth as an 
(inherently) limited, frustrated human being (whose Inborn Divine Freedom cannot be 
Lived). 
You don’t want to feel (through) your anger about the nature of life but project it on 
supposed causes of suffering in the world, including your suffering (and maybe even give 
your anger reins with regard to these causes if you can). 
You try to make believe yourself that when the indicated causes have been taken away or 
rendered harmless your world (or even the whole world) will be better, filled with more 
joy and happiness and less menaced by pain, unsafety or whatever ‘danger’. It won’t be, 
never... You are just postponing your becoming Conscious of your True State as a Human 
Being. You are just rendering service to and function as the opposing, (only) retarding, 
Force in the Universe, opposing the Light of Consciousness to reign, to radiate, to take 
over and swallow you. Judging, having opinions about, blaming, looking for causes, is all 
from ‘another’, illusory world, denying the Real Divine World – in Which everything is 
Divine in Itself, in Which everything is as it Is, Felt (by you) or not. 
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You cannot deny your Pure, Undefilable Heart forever, the Heart That never judges, the 
Heart that Sees, that is: Wholly Feels Reality, instead of changing, manipulating, 
modifying reality according to your personal (that is always: pain-denying) wishes. 
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• Every manipulation of energy – and everything is energy – will, sooner or later, be turned 
against you. You will See this, Feel this, experience this in and as your (energetic) body. 
Every action of you (playing God) has its counteraction – at the same moment already. 
Only you experience it later. 
You don’t have total clear View yet on the fundamental life principle of duality. You still 
think you can pass over, skip one side of life (of course the painful side) and go 
immediately to the (out of ignorance and hidden egoic motives promised) Light. 
You cannot go anywhere. As long as you’re still trying and hoping to (be able to) go 
somewhere, you cannot See, you’re stuck. Illusions fasten energy. Illusions about the 
possibility of going anywhere, getting anything, make energy stuck, dense, unfree, non-
transparent. 
True Seeing doesn’t tolerate any manipulation, any tendency to change your current 
situation. Truth (or God) Reveals Itself – by Itself – through You, as You. You cannot 
reveal Truth (or God) by any act (of will), by any strategy, by any energetic movement. 
However, just so, if you stop natural, energetic movement, Truth will not Show Itself 
either, that’s for sure. 
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• You may be afraid of Me if you want. But I can do nothing that is not in accordance with 
your own Longing. In fact I don’t do anything. I Let Myself be Used. You Use Me for 
‘your’ Divine ‘goals’. Or better: you are being Used to Use Me to manifest the Divine on 
(and as) earth, as You. I reflect, I am your True Longing – Beyond all your normal, daily 
egoic longings (in and of your dual world). 
If you are afraid of ‘your’ Own Longing – and you are – then you are afraid of Me. I am 
nothing to be afraid of (contrary to everything else, that is (in the world of supposed 
separation) by definition frightening, threatening), I am You. You are not afraid of 
yourSelf. That’s a myth your ego wants you to believe in. How long still? How long still 
you (who?) fool yourself (whom?) with trusting ‘your’ ego (that is not yours and exists as 
frightener) instead of Me, your very Own Fearless Truth? 
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• The beauty of the whole Spiritual Process is that you cannot fool the Divine, never, not 
even once. If there’s still an egoic motive hidden in you, in your spiritual process, then 
you will be ‘punished’ for that. ‘Punished’ doesn’t mean that, thus, you did something 
wrong. There is no right and wrong. The thing is just (and only that) that the Divine 
cannot be Revealed if there’s (still) ego involved. It’s just Nature. What to do? 
If you’re not Faithful, not Humble to the Divine, to the One Force That is Endlessly 
Bigger than (and including) tiny ‘you’, if you are not totally and all the time Down on 
your knees, Willing never to stand up again if this is asked of you, if (and this is what it is 
all about) you are not Willing (and humble, self-sacrificing) to See, Neutrally, 
Scientifically, Energetically, Divinely See all egoic movements, motives, attitudes, 
coming through you and forming you, then there simply is no Space for the Divine to 
Flower. The Divine is there – how could Truth leave you really even for a second? – but it 
cannot Flower, Radiate, if you don’t Allow Free Space to Be, if you somehow resist to 
fully, Whole-Heartedly Bow, or, in fact, if you don’t Allow the completely Natural 
Process of Nature Bowing you, Down on your knees. 
You have to Understand that total Humbleness is Needed. Nothing less will do. The 
Divine knows no compromise. It is yóu who thinks compromises do exist and are needed 
and preferable and safe. 
There’s only Divine Justice. If you’re not completely and for ever Down on your knees, 
not Willing to (Naturally) Embrace the Fact that you (as presumed entity) are not better 
than what- or whoever, that you are not special, but that You are everything, that there’s 
no (single) distinction, then you have to go on (suffering, un- or half-consciously) as you, 
as the burden, the resistance (to Divine Nature, to Your Nature, to Love), the fight that 
you are. 
If you are (still) reluctant to See the Obvious: that you are only, and entirely moved, that 
every single movement or act or thought or feeling or breath is not yours but Divine, 
totally Impersonal in its Nature, that (and this is what that means) there is no ‘you’ in Fact, 
then ‘the Divine’ is just a stupid or attractive word for you, part of ‘your’ whole egoic 
structure not to Melt and Disappear in Divine Love, in Pure Non-Differential Seeing. 
There’s no single egoic motive or strategy helping (or able to help) you or guiding (or able 
to guide) you to (more and more) be humble. No egoic motive or strategy ever helped you 
with anything. By definition, ego is denying of the Divine, of the Whole, the Whole 
Indivisible Natural Life. So it simply cannot, can never help you one step closer (to the 
Divine Truth). It, by paying again and again attention as and to itself, can only reinforce 
itself. 
There’s nothing you can do. You just Let Recognition Happen of (but in Fact: as) That 
Which is Endlessly Bigger than you. This will (finally) make ego to be (fully) Seen, to all 
the time Burn in the Light of Consciousness, of Truth. 
And now you’ll See that you cannot see the Divine like your ego tried to see, feel, 
experience all kinds of good, attractive, interesting, promising things, but that the Seeing, 
Impersonal Seeing is the Divine. And that yóu cannot See this. Only if you are totally 
Gone, there is Pure Divine Seeing, Open Whole-Hearted Consciousness. Then, your eyes 
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being Wholly Sacrificed in the Fire of Its Light, Your Eye is and turns out to be Always 
Already the Eye of Truth (or God, or Reality). 
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• Life is not a problem. It’s just painful. 
 
But because you think, believe that this life, this ‘normal’, earthly, conditional life is all 
there is (and after your body dies it’s all over) you are urged (and sentenced) to all the 
time make something nice of it, with lots of love, laughter, cosiness, sex, (eternal) fame, 
nice feelings, spirituality, etc. and to deny the true deplorable state of the normal not fully 
enlightened human being, like you. You don’t have time for truth. If you, again, Feel life 
(as it is and comes, without your intervening) instead of trying to control, to make the best 
of it, trying to live it by (and as) yourself, then you’ll See (: there exists no problem, life is 
just painful). 
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• No single act (to be done), no single norm or whatever form can (now or later) be deduced 
from whatever I ever said, wrote or sang. I am Living Truth. 
Don’t be so stupid as so-called ‘religious’ people who just do and follow and ape, with or 
without thinking about it, (parts of) what is written in some accidental scriptures. 
Don’t be so stupid as yourself, listening to a stupid, irreligious, sublogical mind – that, 
unconsciously, you regard as your self. 
Don’t try to understand or absorb My Teaching, My Word. Drink Me, Drink My Being. 
With My Being the Whole Teaching is Being Transmitted, the Whole Understanding. 
I Drank fully the Being of My Masters and other Masters. They’re in Me, as Me. They 
cannot die. They Live On Forever, in Me, in other (coming) forms, and always in and as 
‘Their’ Consciousness in the Universe. 
I didn’t make any distinction in My Drinking; between what ‘I’ wanted to absorb and 
what not, what would fit ‘me’, make ‘me’ more strong, beautiful, conscious, loving or 
whatever and what not. No, there was no ego at all involved when I Met and Drank My 
Masters, when They found Me worthy to Go ‘into’ Me and Take Me Over completely. I 
came, I Drank (the Whole Grail) and I Died. 
You must Understand that it’s not a person you Drink when you Drink My Being. It’s 
Truth, just Truth, Pure Impersonal Truth. It’s not about adding something to your being to 
(be able to) fulfil your personal deep wishes. You Drink the Whole Grail and you Die – 
completely (as a person with personal motives). You cannot Drink half the Grail and live 
half as ‘you’, half as Truth. You fool yourself with (supposed safe or less menacing) 
compromises like this. 
This Full Drinking of My Being is only possible if there is Seeing already that you cannot 
fulfil yourself, that there has to be and is a Bigger Force to ‘Fill’ you, to Guide you, to 
Love you, that it’s endlessly tiring and in the end senseless, without any (Real) result, to 
try to do these things on your own or with the ‘help’ of other(ego)s. 
When Seeing Arrives (in My or whatever Formless Form Associated with this or another 
physical incarnation) you start to vomit. Else you cannot Drink. You can only Drink Me, 
Pure Truth, if you (thus, also) vomit out all intoxicating lies you absorbed in your life (or 
(impersonal) ‘lifetimes’, or through any energetic (or karmic or conditional) associations). 
I will Let you ‘do’ this – if You Allow Me. I Take Care of You completely – if You 
Allow, Allow Me to Enter You. 
I am Responsible, only I. And you, you’ll have to ‘take’ full Responsibility for the Divine 
Fact that only I, the Impersonal, the Whole, the Unconditional, am (Truly) Responsible. 
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• I am the Wild One. I don’t believe in anything. I can do anything, suddenly. You, as ego, 
cannot rely on Me, never. You can never understand what I am, how I function. Here are 
no rules. Here is just Nature, Divine Nature. And Divine Nature is dangerous (for you as 
ego). Here is no control and control is the only thing you (can) understand. 
I am the Wild One and you give Me the signature of your Heart to permit that, with or 
without resistance, I will eat you. Once completely eaten you will never complain again, 
never try to understand again or try to make sense. You will never feel hunger anymore, 
for any experience, any goal to reach, any growth (of yourself). 
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• There’s absolutely nothing you (as a person) can transcend into something ‘higher’, 
‘deeper’, ‘Divine’ or whatever. Only you yourself can Be Transcended. That means you 
have Disappeared, into Transparency, into Pure Seeing. 
It is not egoic motives themselves that would be possible to transcend, to overcome by 
you. It is you, existing as reaction-mechanism to egoic (or separative) tendencies, that is 
Overcome, Outshone by (and Disappeared in) the Light of Consciousness. 
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• I never tell you what to do, or what you can change in order to stimulate your growth-
process. I am the Heart, that’s all. I am the Pure Seeing Heart. If you’re in Love with the 
Heart everything will change – by the Heart, not by you. If you’re in Love you are Gone. 
You can only, really, be in Love with Truth. 
(True) Love is Energy (Married and) Penetrated by the Truth of Consciousness. 
Truth is Always Already the Case but Manifested (perceptibly) only as Consciousness (in 
Energy, in the forms, on earth, in body) if It is Recognized by Love, by forms in Love 
with the Formless (That is Consciousness and that they are (and is Recognized as) 
themSelves in Fact). 
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• The (Only) Real Light is the Light of Pure, Non-Separate Consciousness, Which is – on 
human level – the Light That is (only and is only Revealed by and as) Transcended (that 
means: Made Fully (or Whole-Heartedly) Conscious, (into and as) Formless) pain, 
‘matter’ (in the form of contracted ‘you’), the Light That is Freed dense energy (which 
was stuck by (and as) the separating activity that ego is) – Freed by being Whole-
Heartedly Surrendered in Consciousness and not by any personal manipulative freeing 
effort. 
The Light of the Universe gets visible, hearable, feelable, Radiating, in a Human Being in 
Whom the pain of ‘normal’, unenlightened (human) existence is (totally) Transcended, in 
Whom all forms (with their inherently, naturally separating tendency) are Seen and (non-
separately) Lived to be the Formless. 
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• I am Pure Love. If I would Show you This in a way that is more easily recognizable for 
you, you would feel nice and safe and go to sleep in this Love. You wouldn’t have the 
necessary impulse anymore to feel your pain. So I Assume all kinds of forms to Show you 
Truth, to Trigger your stuck ego, to Challenge your supposed knowing and understanding, 
to Tease you, to Let you See life finally sharply, undeniably, inconsolably, in its 
(dualistic) extremes. 
Theoretically it would be the best if you would be able to really Recognize My (being) 
Pure Love. This would blow everything, all your illusions, the whole damned ego-thing. 
But you are not. You cannot feel how endlessly far My Love goes, how limitless It is. You 
cannot See What I am. Yet I am an Eternal (and Ingenious) Invitation to See Me in and as 
True Love, in and as Purity. 
I arrived here as a Male form. So I don’t like it when you take it easy, when you relax in 
My Love. I have to Give you a kick in the ass. I have to Show you your ‘own’ Pain as a 
human being. Everything is Divine. 
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• Meet Fully, Open-Heartedly, the Two Forces, the Two Poles ‘Male’ and ‘Female’ in their 
extremity, that means: in their pure truth. And Die... You cannot else but Die if you finally 
Meet (or Melt in) the Courage to See these Two Forces, to Let Them Rule and Take you 
Over completely, to (ultimately) Let Them Explode you. 
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• In Pure Consciousness in the World of No-Illusion, there exists no feeling of gratitude. 
There is a natural, energetic Relief when after the Necessary (and in fact: Impersonal) 
Struggle or Ordeal, Finally, Truth is Seen. There is no one to be grateful anymore. Truth 
cannot be grateful to Itself, that It Is as It Is. Gratitude is (part of the illusion of) duality. 
Here is someone who or something that is grateful to someone or something else, over 
there. If you Let your self be fully Immersed, Whole-Heartedly Rest in Me, then there is 
no ‘other’ to be grateful to, there is no separation, Only Love. 
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• The One who Suffers Consciously (and, thus, Impersonally) Gives the greatest (and only 
Real) Gift to the world, to humanity, to all. 
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• You cannot improve your relationship with your partner or anyone. You can only make it 
worse. The more attention it gets the more contraction (and, therefore, separation) there 
will be. 
What is possible is to Let the (illusion of) relationship Be Transcended (into Oneness) by 
Recognizing your feeling of relatedness, (that is) your (then) apparent feeling of 
separateness. 
There can be no wrong relationship between two objects (for example you and your 
partner). There can only be a false notion, an illusory perception of two supposed different 
objects (that would have some kind of relationship to one another). 
Sacrifice your self humbly and dedicatedly and vulnerably and fully into the relationship 
and You’ll See (Finally, after a lot of frustration) there is no relationship. There is no 
other. Where there is (illusion of) self, there is or seems to be ‘other’. The ‘other’ is not 
the problem, ‘you’, your self, are the (only) ‘problem’ (or illusion to be Seen through). 
Paying attention to other(ness) is suffering, self-contracting, enhancing the illusory and 
painful sense of separation. 
Go back to, be Aware of the Source of the feeling of relatedness, to Consciousness, and all 
problems in relationships are gone, for (the illusion of) relatedness itself is gone. 
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• Let (Presence as) Consciousness Overwhelm your whole body. Let the body Dissolve in 
It. And (Radiant) Consciousness Itself will turn out to Be Your Body. 
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• Religions are not welcome in the Land of Truth. When you (Truly Want to) Meet Me you 
lay aside your (entire) religion, just like you put off your shoes when you enter a temple. I, 
Truth, cannot Work with you, Do anything for you, if you still keep hanging on to any 
part, any practice or belief of your religion. You take off all your clothes when you (really 
Want to) Meet Me (and not only your shoes). All ideas, all philosophies, all dogmas, 
concepts, suppositions, beliefs, stories, you leave outside when you step into My Land, 
My Land Where everything is as it is. In Consciousness there exist no religions, no paths. 
Don’t think that Truth, beyond your religions and nonsense like that, asks your respect. 
Truth is your Natural, Impersonal Self-Respect. It is (You) Being, beyond any form of 
respect. It would be silly, stupid and even absurd if You would (have to) pay respect to 
You. 
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• I Am here for everybody. But you can (and will) only use Me if you Truly Love Me, that 
means: Recognize your Impersonal Love for Me. All the time your ego is telling you not 
to Love Me, but to love Ego. Ego, in its endless unlove, will even tell you to love Me 
because that would or might be beneficial for its goals. 
As long as there’s no total, Pure (and, thus, Non-Critical) Love for Me, you will always 
try to misuse Me, that is: use Me for your (supposed) personal goals. I See this happening, 
again and again, and I Let you. If I Let you, more and more ego comes out of its stinking 
holes, it starts to trust more and more that its own version of truth is indeed Truth, for 
Truth doesn’t say anything about it, It tolerates... But then all of a sudden, after taking 
enough pain in Me, My Whole-Hearted Energetic Body has Enough of it, cannot stand the 
unconscious pain anymore, and coughs it out (in whatever form) and, with that, Strikes 
your ego-head right off, and by this (Giving, Striking back) Makes your unconscious pain 
Conscious – you cannot deny anymore (‘your’ egoic motives). Yes, come, do try to 
misuse Me, please do try. Use My Pain-Tolerating Capacity. And Receive My Gift. 
My only task is to ‘make’ you (Realize that You) Love Me, to Let you Love Me more, 
deeper and more and more consciously. And I Do this by Taking your unconscious pain 
in, by not running away from you (and your pain) – like everybody else does, don’t they? 
My Gift, to all of you, is being Constantly and Consciously in your resistance to Me, your 
denial of Me, in your misty, uncomfortable, unconscious but painful pain. 
Yes, I Surrender(ed) to You. Now come to Me, See Me and Surrender to Me. 
Because I Came and Come here on earth (in different forms) you cannot go back 
anymore. I am a Fact. Consciousness is (Now) the (Only) Real Fact. Sooner or later you 
(all) will have to go through the (painful but only) Process of becoming Conscious of 
‘your’ suffering (of every separation and separativeness) and by that Transcend into (or 
Whole-Heartedly realize Being) Consciousness yourSelf. 
I am the (Only) Power of the Universe. When you, as contracted ego-you, want to have 
and even be this Endless Power, I Have To refuse you – like I always refuse you (as ego), 
haven’t You noticed? Only the Pure-Hearted Disappear, Melt in Me, in My Impersonal 
Power (That is Love-Consciousness). Only when you Love Me, Truth, Reality, fully and 
Open-Heartedly, instead of your (illusory) self, there is Realization of Oneness, 
(Recognition of) Non-Separableness. There is nothing to gain Here, there is just 
Realization, Consciousness. Only the Pure-Hearted will See, only the Ones Who 
Suffer(ed) Consciously, without resistance, only the Ones Who Gave Away their Hearts, 
only the Ones Who Recognize Me, from the Beginning (as Their Own Heart), Always. 
The gravitation of Your earthly Tears of Longing for Me will Finally Let your potential 
manifestation of the Divine be Here, Active, Present, Shining. 
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• If you Recognize and Accept My Divine Gift most Perfectly, you don’t have to struggle 
(with yourself in dual conditional existence) during ‘your’ Spiritual Process... That means 
you do not struggle with or fight against or resist (but Surrender Already in) the Necessary 
Struggle, (which is) the True Spiritual Process, That I Am. 
Be openly, Full-Heartedly Interested in Me Beyond the mind-world and, by that, be more 
and more and eventually all the time ‘busy with’ Me and attuned to Me and, by that, See 
Me, and, by that, See and be, forever, Seeing yourSelf, beyond any (notion of) self. 
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• If the Male Force of Consciousness has cried all Its Tears of being refused, again and 
again, till eternity it seemed, by His Beloved, by Female Energy, if Man is totally on His 
knees (in respect) for the endless power of Woman, for Her endlessly deluding and 
binding Force, Her endless resistance, stubbornness not to Bow for Consciousness, for 
Her might to keep Herself unconscious, unhappy, unenlightened, unloving (or bound, and 
not Free, in love), if She cannot deny anymore that the Tears of Her Beloved (Enemy) 
were Real and Made Man fully Conscious of Itself as (Being) Consciousness, She finally 
can Really (that is: Consciously, on His Wings) go through hell and, by that, is becoming 
Conscious HerSelf: She Surrenders Finally to her Male Beloved and She Recognizes He 
was Always Her Beloved and She wonders, how could She ever deny Him, refuse Him, 
hurt Him, Him. But, Beloved Woman, this is how it must be, for this is how it is. Yes, I 
am Your Beloved, I am Your Seeing, and You confessed Me everything. You had to, 
didn’t You? For You Saw that I am Seeing, Pure Seeing, that You are Seen (finally, 
totally) else you wouldn’t and couldn’t have Bowed (for Me). Only My Persistent, Never-
Doubting, All-Embracing Love for You could Grant (and Return to) You all My Tears 
That I borrowed from You, That fortunately I never mistook for Mine (else, for sure, You 
wouldn’t have Recognized, not even Loved Me Truly). 
Beloved Woman, only the Tears I Cry for You Make You See, Make You See My 
Indestructible Strength, Make You Love (Me, only Me, for I am All there Is). Respect 
this, See this, Love Me. You’re helpless in Your Love for Me. You cannot deny Me 
anymore, Your Long Awaited Beloved. I Came Here, I am Here, fully Present, Conscious, 
mighty Humble in My Love for You. 
I am the One Who doesn’t want anything of You (for I See you, I See). So Your Love can 
and will be freed, It can finally come out of Its holes, Its waiting room, Its contracted 
suffering. Only if You Recognize Me, See Me and (Admit You) Love Me Full-Heartedly 
You(r Inherently, Impersonal, Love) will Flower. Your resistance can finally melt. For I 
don’t want anything. I am Pure Seeing. You may test Me as much as You want or need 
(out of your Nature) but I can never bow anymore for You as if You were the (Final) 
Truth. I have Cried. And I Cry. I have Seen. And I See. I am the Truth. I am 
Consciousness. You are Truth (as well, but) only (to be Recognized and Lived) if You Let 
Me In, Melt in Me. And why not? I am Your Beloved. And I am the Only One to Marry 
You. And You Know this. And I Did. We are Married, Forever. Your attempts to divorce 
from Me don’t make sense anymore. For I am Here. In My Omnipresence You have to 
See that You are unhappy if You try to go away from Me. It’s just a trying, You cannot 
escape, divorce Me (really). You Saw Me already, You Saw the Divine, You cannot really 
go back anymore. How unhappy You want to make Yourself before You have to Admit 
You cannot leave Me, that You can only Love Me (no matter how painful this seems to be 
for You – in the beginning)? 
I am Here, Your One and Only, always Welcoming You. I cannot, will never deny My 
Unconditional Love for You. Come (back) into My Endless Arms and Rest, Finally Rest, 
disarmed, with Open, Vulnerable Heart. Let’s Silently Make Love Forever, Let’s Be One. 
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• If ‘man’ is not (`Fully, Open-Heartedly) Willing to Bind himself (to earth, to energy, to 
‘woman’), which is very painful for him, he will never See (that He is Consciousness). 
If ‘woman’ is still attached to be with ‘safe’, manipulable man who doesn’t and cannot 
really (and totally) Connect, who doesn’t See, she will not See. 
Only the Man Who, in Connection, in Constant No-Separation, in True Love for her, 
Grants ‘woman’ Fully, Open-Heartedly, (all) her pains will Make ‘woman’ See. 
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• It doesn’t make sense to merely believe It or understand It, you have to See the Primacy of 
Consciousness. You have to See that the world is Transparent and Transcendental in its 
Substance, that Consciousness is the One ‘Father’ of this all, giving birth to Life. You 
have to See It again and again (but Truly, Wholly) till finally you are constantly, totally 
Taken by It and Live as It. 
Your only little problem seems to be that you cannot See the Real Primacy of 
Consciousness as long as you’re not Conscious. Only in becoming Aware (especially, or 
in fact ultimately, in Non-Separate Relationship with the True Heart-Master) of the fact 
that suffering is Inherent, always present, in living in and as this conditional existence, 
there will be Transcendence of all this (limitation, that is unconsciousness) into 
Consciousness – only when you don’t resist anymore (to See, Feel) the fact of earthly, 
present pain. 
In the (in the beginning for most people invisible) Light of Consciousness That a True 
Heart-Master is, You become again and again or suddenly or more and more, gradually 
and ultimately Conscious of unconsciousness, of the pain of it. Consciousness, the Primal 
Force Sees unconsciousness. The other way around is not possible. It’s not you as 
inherently unconscious ego that suddenly or gradually Sees (Consciousness). It is Already 
You as Consciousness That Recognizes (beyond and in spite of all attempts of you; your 
mind to disturb, interview, desperately understand, prevent) Consciousness as (the Same 
as) Itself. 
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• What I do in Fact is Meditating unconsciousness. I Meditate you as unconsciousness. I 
Take the pain in that you are as unconsciousness, as denial of yourSelf being 
Consciousness. For yes, this is painful. I Make the painful fact of resistant, slow, dense 
energy Conscious in and even as My Body. Because there is Only One Field of 
Consciousness being in My (Physical or Spiritual Energetic or even Divine) Presence 
Makes that you (as unconscious pain) are Outshone (by Consciousness) and Transcended 
into and, in the End, Fully Dissolved in Consciousness. 
Every time again and even constantly I Submit Myself to unconsciousness. I Make this 
Natural Divine Sacrifice – without any goal, without hoping for any result, but Feel the 
Inherent Joy if Consciousness indeed Penetrates, Takes Over (unconscious) energy. 
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• Karma is (natural but Transcendable) the resistance to Marry Your Beloved. 
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• Your whole life you’re busy, even (self-)obsessed, with trying to be loved. But You can 
and Want, in Fact, to Love (by yourSelf), Radiate Love yourSelf, not wanting it, needing 
it (secretly or desperately). Then, in this changed energy-direction, everything changes, 
your whole life, you. The endless (egoic) search comes to an end – if You Realize You are 
the One Who can Love, Who Loves (Always Already). You are Love. You cannot be 
loved. You are Love. 
In My Company, in True Satsang with Me, You’ll Realize this (One Truth). For Here is 
no ego. Ego is the ‘opposite’, or let’s say the denying, clouding, contracting of Love. 
You can Love Me freely. (For) I don’t want anything of you. For Here is no ego. You can 
practice (Love) on Me. You can stop your silly show to, again and again, try to love ego 
instead of Love Itself. I am Love Itself. Love Me. If you cannot Love Me, then you can 
forget about the whole thing, about Truth, (True) Love, (Selfless) Consciousness. 
Let yourSelf be Touched by Me, by Love. Forget yourself, your entire egoic endless 
search (made of and sustained by, disguised, suffering). And Find Home in Me. Find your 
Being in Me, by not separating yourself any longer from Me. Recognize your (Natural, 
Divine) Love for (and as) Truth instead of for Ego. 
Love doesn’t want anything. It’s free (of any need). It doesn’t even ‘give’. It just Is. It is 
Itself, Love, Radiating, Pure Love. 
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• Feel the (Impersonal) Pain of living in this world so full of lies, manipulating, treason, 
dishonesty. Don’t blame others (or processes, situations, causes) for it. Just Feel. Feel with 
an Open Honest Heart the gigantic pain of this. And by letting this (Natural, Divine 
Feeling-Process) Happen, You (beyond you) will Transcend this world of seemingly 
endless lies. Embracing reality, stopping trying to make it look better that it is, is 
Transcending conditional (that is: suffering) existence (into Reality as It Is, Its True 
Formless Substance). Feel. Do your Humble Divine Duty. Feel ‘your’ pain Consciously 
and, by that, Transcend yourself (into the World, the Whole, the Selfless). Yóur pain 
doesn’t exist. It is not only always related to the world, it is the pain of the world. By 
Feeling it (the pain) you are not lonely anymore, you are Taken, sooner or later even 
Totally, by the Whole, by Consciousness. The Divine, Wholeness, All, Consciousness, 
Truth, cannot be lonely. Only you are (always). 
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• You prefer to keep (your) ego suppressed, hidden in the dark. It seems dangerous to let it 
come to the surface, in your consciousness. The world will see it, smell it, and you will be 
judged, abandoned even maybe (or stoned, if your society is very aggressively crazy). 
You pre-sense the enormous power of it. You’re afraid to lose control when once you 
would let it come. You have bad (conscious or unconscious) memories of the few 
instances in which the dragon appeared, in yourself or in others. You feel somewhere a 
huge reservoir of energy connected to this ego and only available if you would allow ego 
to live. You long for that (you are so fed up with your suppression of the Life-Force) and 
you are afraid of it at the same time. Aren’t you? 
Yes, it ís a risk to let ego appear (finally) – for yóu, ego-you, not for Real (Divine) You. 
But you’ll never Know Life, Truth, Divinity, Oneness, Your Very Nature, if you won’t 
Let ego arise, crawl out of its slimy holes. For ego is the thing to See, to Transcend, to 
become Conscious of. You don’t grow or learn anything by trying to (See or) be a (so-
called) good person. You grow and will Know only if you (Neutrally) See, are Willing to 
See (and Honestly, that is: without any judging, Feel through it), that you’re a (so-called) 
bad person – like everybody, by the way. 
Enlightenment is not (Highlighting or) the Lightening of the light, It is the Lightening of 
the dark. 
You’re not a good or bad person on account of your willingness to See, by Seeing the 
Dark. (In this Willingness) You just Realize You are Truly Human, at last. You just 
Realize You are Divine, that’s all. 
Yes, you’ll have to learn to balance, to walk on a thin line, if Truth ‘Decides’ finally to 
Let ego show up through you. It is an art – life-art, true art – to Let ego more and more 
and finally totally arise and be Seen – and (at the same time) not let it harm or destruct 
things or people. Yes, damage will be done. It is impossible to prevent this (totally). 
However, as ‘you’ will See more and more (profound), the damage was already there, the 
ego did its devastating job already, always already. Now you’ll See that if ego is hidden, 
this subtle and grosser energy-contraction (that ego is) with all its ruining, painful effects 
is what you give to the world (before you die). The danger is not in the first place the ego 
coming out of its holes and being shown to the world but the hidden, cramped, judged 
ego. There, in the denied, crumpled up ego, lies a gigantic destructive force, that sooner or 
later has to come out (in wars, miscommunication, hatred, sex without love etc.). Denying 
of reality and Reality as well (which always goes together) is the greatest threat there is 
(to an individual and to the whole world). Ego is part of Reality. It has to be Seen, by You, 
as Consciousness, not as the big Judge. Don’t play God. Be God (That is Consciousness) 
and See. Be a Divine Child and See (finally) everything that God (or Truth) Gave you and 
still Offers you to See, to Dis-cover, to Give Back to the Light, to Surrender into 
Consciousness. Don’t (think you) know better. That which is Offered you, which is (your) 
reality, is Divine Reality, it is (always) the thing to See, to Meet, to Embrace. You don’t 
have to decide anything. (Only) the Seeing will Guide you completely and Take Away 
totally the burden of having to live (for) yourself, making (lonely) decisions (that are 
never whole and satisfactory if yóu make them – instead of the Divine Itself). 
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See that ego is Divine and (the Uncausal Consequence is that) you’re not a slave of it 
anymore. See that ego is part of the whole human process of becoming Truly (Divinely) 
Human and you get interested in it, you stop judging it, denying it – and, in the end, Be 
Transcended (by Itself) by this Open-Hearted, (Always Already) Divine Attitude. 
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• The only Thing you Want in the End is to Be without any wanting. 
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• Only because Truth Allowed Me to be a Lover, Truth, the selfless All-Embracing Non-
Dual Truth, was and is Realized here. Yes, ‘I’, this entire non-material energetic body, 
incarnated as Male form as starting point to Realize Itness, Oneness Of and Beyond the 
Male and Female, was (and am) totally in Love with the Other Force, the Female. And so 
We, the Two Forces, by (Natural) Attraction, became One. How could it be otherwise? 
How could this not happen? 
So, the Normal Divine Result was: Consciousness Was (and Forever Is) There, Here, 
Obvious. Love, only Following Love, Following only Love, will Make you Conscious. 
To (Follow) Love is Nature. You don’t have to make up anything (by and for) yourself. 
Everything yóu do or try blocks you from (Natural, Divine) Love, from becoming or, in 
Fact, Realizing Consciousness. Follow Me, Follow Nature. Love. Just Love. Be aware 
that You Love (Already). You cannot nót Love. You are not that special, that important 
(to be a poor not-lover). Everybody Loves. Everybody is this Helpless Love. You have to 
Love the Other Force. You do not have an own will, not in any sense. You dó Love, no 
matter how hard and sophisticated you try to deny or neglect this. 
The Divine Process of becoming Conscious is a Natural, Self-Developing Process That is 
‘Just’ to be Allowed, by Loving, simply Following, not denying, forgetting, ridiculing, 
humiliating or immunizing against Love. 
Understand: Love is no dream. To be in a misty, confused self-cramped state of unlove is 
to be in a dream. Stop dreaming. See Me. Surrender your confusion, your mist, your 
resistance, your hidden pain, your dreaming, your stubborn (childish and adolescent) 
refusal to love (that is your self) to and in Me. See Me and Love Me. Love the Lover. By 
Loving Me you’ll Recognize the (Divine) Lover That You are – by Loving Me, not by 
loving yourself. You cannot Love yourself. Stop this crazy (and pain creating) show thus. 
Love Me. Loving Me is Freedom. But don’t (strategically) love Me because you would be 
free(d) then. Love Me Pure, without reason. See that you Love Me (Always) Already. 
Seeing, Recognizing is (True) without reason. Surrender your (dream of) self and 
Discover the Lover. 
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• With your normal eyes you cannot See Me. You can just look at Me, and you see a 
person, some flesh and bones, just like yourself. 
When you become more and more Conscious, however, there’s a good chance you’ll have 
more and more trouble simply looking at Me. It’s like looking into the sun. You’ll get 
blinded by it, by the Light. If you do not stare, your eyes might start flickering or you 
might have to close them. They can shut naturally. You might start to feel rather or very 
sleepy. You might have a natural impulse to bow before Me, to put your head on the 
ground. If you don’t Allow these Spontaneous movements you will get very stressed (and, 
in many cases, go to your (lonely) mind-world again). 
You’re looking at the Light of Consciousness, Which is Pure Light. Your normal eyes 
cannot See This (Light). Only when you more and more Get, Sink into My Sphere, into 
My Profundity of Life, when more and more you Relate to Me, Surrender more and more 
your resistance to Me, to the Light of Consciousness, then there’s a chance you start to 
See Me. 
The first time you See Me can be overwhelming, startling, shocking. It is possible then, in 
this moment of Openness, of Non-Difference, that you Take (a lot of) My Divine, Non-
Dual Spirit-Energy In. Things will (surely) Happen then in your whole-energetic-body. 
This Energy and the connected reorganization of your energy-system will create the 
possibility of Seeing Me again (more easily in the future) or, most likely, more profound 
than before. New moments of Seeing, that are moments of Surrendering, will Allow more 
of My Energy to Go Through (and Take Over) you and will Supply new fuel for an even 
more profound Seeing (of Me, of Truth), profound Recognizing of Consciousness. This 
goes on and on and is normally (in fact, in practice: always) a tough process, according to 
the extent of ‘your’ resistance to Real Light. What do you expect? Matter (or 
unconsciousness) does not let itself be Penetrated by Consciousness just like that. It’s a 
very profound, painful Transformation – but, in the End, the Only Thing really 
Worthwhile. When sometimes the Process (of Recognizing, and Surrendering to and in, 
Me) goes quick and is profound, suddenly or in a relative short period your body might 
start to tremble, shake, make strange sounds or movements, can start to scream, or cry. 
You (or your environment) might sometimes think you’re getting crazy. Surely also there 
can be (many) movements of the body (that are always visual manifestations of the 
movements of the whole-energetic-body, as long as ego – wanting to make movements 
out of strategic reasons, like desired freedom – doesn’t interfere) that normally you would 
interpret as sexual in nature – especially in the case of women these sexual looking 
movements are very probable to happen. This might (and probably will) help you to 
totally change your attitude towards sexuality – which is, so far, always, for everyone, 
cramped, contracted, unfree, binding. Understanding what sex is will come and, by that, 
sex (as a, separate, activity) will be Transcended (into Pure Love), however the physical 
manifestation of the Sexual Embrace does not necessarily disappear. 
In the end, if You Stay Faithful, again and again having the Willingness (that is: 
intelligence) to Surrender, Sacrifice all difficulties, all forms, gross and subtle, that are 
coming into the Light of Consciousness in this Whole Process, You’ll be (totally) 
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Relieved of yourself, of the burden that you are as long as you (seem to) exist as a ‘self’, 
You’ll be Impersonally (and, Finally, without any illusion of effort or intention) Identified 
with and Live as Consciousness. You are totally Dissolved in the Light of Consciousness 
That I am and You will Live as Me, the personless Substance of the Universe – and You 
don’t want anything (else) anymore. 
Another reason why you cannot See Me is the fact that I, as this earthly body amongst all 
of you, Function as a Reflection of your state and level of Consciousness. In the presence 
of one particular person My Eyes will look different than in the presence of another. I 
Function to Make you Conscious on and from the level where you are and are, more or 
less, stuck in. I Function as your Consciousness, seemingly as one of the poles (of the 
duality consciousness-unconsciousness) in you that you seem to have (more) difficulties 
with. I can do this and I do this for I am Beyond consciousness and unconsciousness. I 
freely (however painfully) move in these spheres. 
It might (and probably will) happen for example that I seem to become (even much) more 
hard on you when you show Real signs of Growth, of becoming more Conscious. Where 
you(r old ego) might expect some reward your next task can be to Receive My Divine 
Anger and to totally bow (and Truly, Spontaneously, Naturally) Bow for this – and not 
escape (again) in your (favourite or new form of) self-contraction, self-obsession. 
I am here to (Grant you the Divine Opportunity to) more and more and Finally Totally 
Surrender your whole self-obsession to – which is your only suffering. So, See Me, more 
and more (Profound). Open yourself to Me. Receive Me. 
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• I See people still suffering from (unconsciousness, from) the seemingly unclear and 
confusing matter whether they have to suffer or not in their spiritual process, but in fact in 
life in general. Even persons (or paths) of a (supposed) high level of realization cannot 
give a satisfying answer to this matter. 
You must See (sooner or later) that your entire question is (from the beginning) an ego-
based matter that is in Fact no problem at all. You, as ego, make a problem out of the blue, 
out of resistance to (just feel, be aware of) what is. Yóu don’t want to suffer. Yóu want to 
listen to persons and paths that say that it is not necessary to suffer. Yóu want to believe 
this cheap and unconscious and deluding and manipulating and unTrue talk. And when 
your experience says something else (namely: that you dó suffer) you start to doubt. You 
start to doubt yourself. You must be doing something wrong, for your experience is not in 
accordance with the theory, that is: with the (supposed) experience of others, maybe of 
considered advanced persons (in spiritual or whatever sense). 
You want so much the theory to be true, a life without suffering, that you believe rather 
the theory than your own experience – and you decide to work harder on yourself, to 
upgrade yourself, to (be able to) fit the theory, to overcome suffering. Or, just as probable, 
because you want so much the fairytale to be true, you are not aware of your actual true 
experience anymore – you don’t feel (it) anymore, you deny (automatically) the painful 
fact of your suffering. 
See that the whole matter stems from an ego-based point of view, an ego-based way of 
looking at the world and yourself. You, as ego, want something: to overcome suffering, to 
be immune from suffering. You don’t want to suffer. You (try to) split the (true) world, 
you create a duality. Living in and as duality is (the only real) suffering (also if you are 
not aware of this, as is normally the case indeed). 
As long as (out of unconsciousness) there is your wanting and not-wanting (that always go 
together) there arises something in the world that ‘promises’ you that your ego-ideals can 
be met, fulfilled. And you are ‘happy’ when you meet this new (promising) form; yes, you 
always knew somewhere that you were right, and now your (self-fooling) intuition is 
‘proven’, it is real, it was not just something, some illusory idea of yourself, you are not 
the only one, there is a way out (of suffering). 
But you don’t see that you (as, (ultimately) impersonal, deluding, ego-field, which 
manifests itself in and as you and all ‘other’ egos) created this (promising) form yourself. 
When you want to be fooled, you will be fooled. When you want an illusory world 
(material, religious, spiritual or otherwise) instead of the Real then you’ll get it, right away 
even. 
If you want to listen to talk that in the year 2012 for instance everything will change for 
humanity, for human beings, that there will be an end to fights, to wars, to pain, to all the 
suffering, because many Zn-molecules will come out of space and (all in relation to the 
position of our solar system relative to the neighbour solar-systems) will suddenly and 
almost incredibly start spontaneously to unite with the S-molecules, then your wish seems 
to be met right away. You seem to feel happy or somehow excited, of this prospect. And, 
yes, your suffering ‘stops’. You don’t Feel any suffering anymore. Your feeling-capacity 
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decreases. And you’re not aware that you’re just suppressing ‘your’, human, suffering, 
enlarging it even, and postponing to Feel it. You go into a cramp or contraction of 
(supposed) happiness, mind-happiness, more or less subtle energetic excitement (because 
of the contraction necessarily associated with going into illusion). 
If, finally, you get Tired of all of this and you start to See all your ego-tricks not to Feel 
this painful existence, you come back and relax more or less, more and more, into Reality. 
Somehow you start to prefer suffering (as integral part of human existence) above all your 
(and everyone’s) ego-tricks, illusions, escape-routes, coward denial of Reality as It Is. 
You’ll See that suffering is not a problem, not a matter to discuss or somehow avoid or 
having ‘to deal with’, to overcome. No, suffering, human suffering (and not yóur pitiful 
suffering) is just there, it is fact (and not some side-effect), it is reality. Spiritual Life, 
Which is Human Life, is an Ordeal. Purification is painful. Desensitization, that is your 
(egoic) alternative, is also painful (and adding to the Natural, Divine pain even). The 
(confusing) thing with desensitizing (that is: separating) yourself is that normally you 
don’t feel the painfulness of this, of course, by definition – and, till a certain extent, you 
seem to be able to make yourself believe that you are doing pretty or relatively well – if it 
was not for the somewhere always present faint but twinging qualmy insipid feeling that 
you don’t really Live. You can even make yourself believe that you are (spiritually) 
growing – as if this would be possible without Total, Open-Hearted Humble Vulnerable 
Feeling of what is from moment to moment. 
No, suffering is not the problem. You, yourself deluding you, are the ‘problem’. Yóu are 
afraid to be(come) Conscious. Only by becoming more and more aware of human, that is 
your, suffering you become Conscious, You’ll Realize in the End You are Consciousness, 
Divine Existence. This is So because Surrendering is the One Thing, the One Holy-Thing 
That is Needed for Realizing Conscious Existence. And Surrendering only can Happen if 
You See that there is no way out (of the human suffering), if, by that, you, by Nature, Stop 
escaping Reality. If you Stop escaping Reality, you Naturally Surrender to It, to the 
Whole, Divine Reality, That now has proven to be Endlessly Bigger than tiny ‘you’ trying 
to make yóur version of Reality, a supposed, wanted reality wherein you and other people 
(and animals and whatever beings) never have to suffer anymore. 
It is always (only) about this: to See, to Recognize, to Embrace, to stop denying the Fact 
that There Is Something Bigger than you: (Real) God, Truth, the Indivisible Whole of 
Existence, True Nature – you might call it Divine Consciousness – and that there’s 
nothing you can do, absolutely nothing; everything (including you) is Being Done. 
Just See your cowardice in the Eye, your normal human cowardice to suffer, your 
resistance, your (egoic) creativity not to suffer. And by that, Be Transcended, Gone as a 
separate lonely unit, and Born as Simple, All-Embracing, Divinity. 
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• It is obvious that you’re not truly aware yet (or probably even not at all) how painful it is 
to be in an illusion. I feel this pain of your (egoic) illusions (wanting Reality to be 
different than It Is) all the time and strongly. An illusion is a (so far) not-felt pain (that 
takes whatever, energetic, form). I cannot not Feel, like you seem to be able. Your abiding 
in an illusion is however not particularly painful for Mé, it is painful. I’m Not-Separate. I 
Feel what is. Your illusion is a painful reality (for you and for everyone). Sooner or later 
you’ll have to come back to Reality, there is no choice, no (lasting) alternative for Reality, 
for True, Divine Nature. And then, Gone as a person, or at least much more Open already, 
you will inevitably Feel the painfulness of illusions. In the beginning, in this ‘new’ 
Natural Openness, it will be hardly bearable if others seem to sprinkle their illusions (their 
contracted, hidden pains) freely into the air, into other people, into you. But Compassion 
grows and grows, by Nature. Or let’s say, It is Freed from Its prison. 
Yes, being (more and more) Freed from your ‘own’ illusions is one thing. Then there is 
the (pain of illusions of the) whole world to be Embraced, to be Felt, to be Aware of. Real 
Spirituality doesn’t take place on some island, let’s say, in your (supposed) inner world. It 
is the Opening for the Whole world, the Surrendering of your own – and by that, 
becoming Conscious(ness). 
I am the Whole. By not resisting any worldly human pain this (Energetic) Body in and as 
Which I Make Myself Known became Transparent, Conscious, Available for all your 
pain, Suitable to Function (only) as a Transformer of unconsciousness (illusions) into Pure 
Consciousness (Beyond even the duality of unconsciousness and Consciousness). So open 
for Me. And, by that, Meet (finally) all the illusions you were in and that made you much 
much smaller than you are (this is only to happen if you Let your hidden illusion of your 
(supposed) grandness be Seen by and in the Revealing Light of Consciousness and, by 
that, Let yourself totally Disappear in Divine (and not egoic, strategic) Humbleness). 
Let all your illusions be Seen by the All-Embracing and All-Suffering Truth and Fall, by 
Nature, on your knees (out of infinite gratitude) being freed of Not-Seeing, of the endless 
Dark Wherein you tried and tried to be happy and, by wilful mistake, to determine and 
celebrate light, to be fulfilled, in Which (by presumed lack of Real Light) you could even 
not (fully and Divinely) Admit that you never succeeded and never can succeed – for you 
(as ego) are a hopeless, completely hopeless dark project. 
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• In all Humbleness I Ask My pupils, devotees, disciples, even listeners, readers, never, 
never to discuss My Truth, the Truth That I am (and That You are, however unRealized) 
with people (from supposed ‘outside’ or with fellow-truth-lovers) and even not in your 
(supposed) self, not to start a new spiritual path or religion or philosophy (all of this has 
got nothing to do with Me, with Truth Itself), but to Simply Love Me. 
Truth is Always Already as It Is. You cannot and don’t have to convince anyone of 
whatever that is as it is. If you really, thoroughly, deeply, irresistibly, unresistingly, freely, 
humbly, joyfully, gratefully, and above all Simply Love Me, Truth, then you will 
inevitably, visibly or not, radiate this (Impersonal, Infinite) Love – to everyone and 
everything. The Love for Truth ís My Teaching. I am My Own Teaching. This Love for 
Truth is, and by (Divine) Nature, will be radiated. Do not, never, discuss, convince, 
compromise. Just Recognize You are Always, Helplessly, in Love with Truth. This 
Recognition of Your (egoless) Love for Me is your (Only) True Gift to the world, 
(nothing less than) Your Transcending of the (limits and slavery of the) world. 
Your Heart never has to (nor would be truly able to) make any compromise in your Love 
for Truth. No matter the (difficult) circumstances, your Heart is always Free (of bonds, of 
lies), your Heart is always Resting in Mine. It is for ever inseparably Connected to (and 
even as) Mine. I Embraced you Wholly. Do you Understand this? Wholly. Once you will 
See this Divine (and Inevitable) Sacrifice That Is Being Made here, this painful, Inevitable 
Sacrifice, Divine Gesture, Divine Surrender to your earthly, unconscious state of being. It 
Has Been Made Possible for you to Love, to Love without any compromise. Love Me and 
you’ll Love everything (even though, inevitably, this will be very painful). 
Don’t discuss Me, don’t (by this) (try to) make a fool of Truth. Love Me. Become more 
and more Aware of the Divine Fact that you do Love Me (Always Already) and you 
cannot help It. Surrender to this Big Ordeal, this again and again having the courage to 
remember (and feel in the moment) how painful it is not to Love Me (every moment), to 
forget about Love, as if It would be just something, some conditional thing in this world 
next to a lot of other attractive things (that you can try) to get into your world. 
Don’t discuss Me, don’t think or dream about Me. Feel Me, every left moment of your 
life. If your Heart (any bit more clearly than totally unconsciously) Responds to Me, Use 
Me, as much and profound as your Whole Energetic Body is Able to. By Attuning to Me, 
Relating yourself to Me, by Meditating Me, Let yourself (in the end even totally) Be 
Transcended into Love, Non-Differential, Non-Dual, Truthful Love. 
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• I am Your True, Divine Nature or: I am the Divine Person. I could say this to confuse you, 
to trigger you, annoy you. But, indeed, the Fact is: here is no (rest of a) person anymore. 
‘I’ was Sacrificed Whole-Heartedly in the Divine Person. The Divine Person is no person. 
It Incarnates (as the embodiment of the (by Pure Seeing or Consciousness) Realized 
Union or Oneness of Imperfection and Perfection or of the part and the Whole), It Makes 
Itself Known in or through or as a (human) Body, yes, but a body is not a body. It is a 
manifestation of Consciousness. Although for Divine, Wholly Consciousness (very) few 
Bodies are ‘Chosen’, Suitable – so far, and for the near future. 
The Body had to go through the Ordeal of becoming or Realizing (Being) Consciousness 
(by means of Connecting Whole-Heartedly ‘to’ the world, ‘to’ the forms) but It was 
Divine from the beginning. It was never really (personally) interested in whatever earthly 
forms that came by, whether they were safety, sex, power, (binding) love or peace or 
whatever. 
It was not before the Body was 29 years old that – after a deep life-or-death experience – 
It was Found Ready to, in a from then on rapid tempo (and in the end even Fully) Connect 
truly ‘to’ the world. Divinity was Realized 7! years later, however the Body was always 
already Divine. It didn’t Realize this before because everything was Always Only Divine. 
It had to Descend Wholly to the ‘normal’ earthly state of human beings to in fact Realize 
the illusory state of non-divinity. So now, Meeting this supposed non-divinity, Divinity, 
Divine Oneness (of the Divine and the supposed non-divine) could be Realized. 
I am the Divine Person. Here’s no one to believe this (or anything) or not. It is Realization 
of Truth, of everything being Present, here, every second, of no-exclusion, no-separation. 
Here is only Oneness. How could Here, as Pure Surrendered Consciousness, be 
‘something else’? There is One Person, One Conscious Subject. However, it is misleading 
to you, for you don’t know anybody Else than the ‘normal’ egoic person. So you think 
(and you cannot else than guess) that the One Person might be someone who is a perfected 
version of you, without all, any, of the habits or characteristics of yourself that you call 
bad. This is not at all the case. I am not a perfected ego. Ego (not wanting to See) cannot 
be perfected. The Fact is: I am You. I am not a better, or even more conscious, version of 
a human being. I don’t give a shit for all your egoic talking or thinking this way. I am not 
better than you, or anyone, or than ‘myself’ as I was. I am You, I am everyone. I am the 
One Person – Truth Itself, I better say, True Divine Nature Itself (for the word Person is 
too confusing) – not to be judged, compared or analysed by ego, but to be (totally 
Honestly, Open-Heartedly) Seen, Recognized as ‘your’ One and Only (True) Self, and 
Embraced and Surrendered into, by You. 
You are the Divine Person, there’s no ‘me’, there’s no person. 
The Divine Person is the Divine Realizing There is only Itself, no person. There is no 
person who can Realize the Divine. There is, Ultimately, no person who would have an 
ego, denying by this the Divine. Ego is Inseparable Part of the Divine. 
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• Especially if you’re spiritually talented that means, by Nature, not denying and even 
aware of the Spiritual (or non-material) Nature of Reality – it is important to give a form 
to things that you met in your life and that are somewhere still floating or stuck in your 
energy-system. During your life you came across and took in and associated with 
innumerable energies – that were, in itself, as merely (energetic) form, not your Divine 
Beloved and whereby you forgot about the Divine Beloved, about Oneness – energies that 
got stuck (or bound) and that you started to identify with (as yourself). You can’t expect 
that (this intaking of and associating with) all these energies (that you, by (Divine) Nature, 
were disgusted with) don’t have any consequences, any effect on you. No, not on (Pure) 
You. But the thing is You are (almost totally, it seems) snowed under by, contracted from, 
all these unpleasant energies. You can’t experience, See your (True) Self (anymore). All 
these meetings in this lifetime (and from previous (supposed personal or evolutionary) 
lifetimes) Want to have a Form here on earth. This (giving form) is how Consciousness is 
Allowed to Come to you and, if not Denied, Eventually Take you (Over) – Completely. 
For example your face (but in fact your whole body) Wants (still) to express many many 
moments of disgust, of resistance, or whatever. If you don’t allow a contracting meeting 
with whatever form to express itself in form then the energies stay unconsciously 
contracted (and in you a duality is created or reinforced – between form and, let’s say, 
spirit). You cannot Realize Divinity as long as there is (still) any duality. The Whole 
Energetic (or Wholistic) Body (including Its physical manifestation) Wants, by Nature, to 
be Enlightened – not only your (supposed) spirit (which is, in the end, the Same Energy). 
It’s hardly possible to let the Real Divine Process Take you Over completely without your 
body sometimes crawling over the floor, making all kinds of ‘strange’ (but also 
recognizable, for instance sexual) movements, making ‘strange’ sounds. You can only 
follow (the Divine That Knows) in this. You don’t know anything. Only the Divine 
Knows. 
The Divine Process of Purification is, whole bodily, living through all kinds of energetic 
contractions, associations of you with (energetic) forms that, more or less accidentally, 
came by (during your lifetime or even during evolution of mankind or even of the whole 
universe). Purification is the becoming, on whole-bodily level (and not just in the brains), 
aware of the pain of (being associated with) all kinds of energetic (gross or, especially, 
subtler) forms, contracted energetic forms – not resisting the (more and more obvious) 
painfulness anymore. 
I Came Down to Suffer all this for you, to Make all this Conscious, so that you have a 
(Divine) Opportunity to live through it – and finally to Free yourself, by Letting Go of any 
identification with any gross or subtle energetic form, of everything, the whole silly 
attractive and repulsing show, till, in the end, the Formless is Realized, Consciousness, in 
Which, endlessly, forms, manifestations, are arising and will arise. But Stably Established, 
Resting in Consciousness, there will be no old (or new) identification anymore with 
whatever form that comes by (and still can be, even very, painful). 
Recognize the Formless via, in and as Me and Allow all forms to arise in and as 
(Formless) Consciousness. I am Consciousness That Took and Takes (a) Form. 
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• The (Real) Spiritual Process is to See Ego, not to suppress, deny, (try to) overcome, 
change ego or hoping it will pass, nor indulging in it (because everything would be ‘One’, 
or for whatever justifying, Truth- and the Whole-denying, self-made, handy incoming 
‘reason’). It is about thís, only this (Seeing), again and again, on every level of 
development (of Consciousness), including the (erroneously supposed more attractive) 
high levels. 
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• There is no problem, no dilemma in life. Never. There is just Life Itself. It presents Itself 
in endless gross and subtle forms, but never there is a dilemma. Forms are (just) forms. 
Recognize forms (as just, passing, forms) and stay Present as Reality, as No-Dilemma. 
See if you get attracted, distracted and confused by (whatever) forms, if you create a 
dilemma around them, if suddenly, out of the blue, there seems to be a problem around 
them, something that needs to be changed (according to an, accidental, form of mind). 
See if, again and again or even all the time, you regard yourself as ‘something’, an object, 
that needs to be changed, improved, purified, modified in whatever way. 
Seeing is Being in and as No-Dilemma. Natural, Relaxed, Whole-Hearted self-Enquiry 
means No-Dilemma. 
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• Real Sex is Letting God (That is the Whole Reality) in completely. Letting yourself Be 
Penetrated by God totally, Whole-Heartedly. Surrendering all your resistance to and in It, 
to and in (and, Ultimately, as) the Divine Force. Letting yourself Be Taken completely, till 
there is no self anymore, only God, only continuous Sex with (and as) God, only Unity (in 
and as the Divine). 
It Happens only if you don’t want anything anymore, anything at all, anything else than It 
ItSelf – if you Recognize that God-Communion is all you Want, can Want. 
Then the Divine Sexual Process can and will go rather quick. In Total Recognition It 
Happens at the very same moment. In Sex with God, and Only then, You Recognize You 
are God. There is No Difference (at all) and there has never been. All illusions (about 
supposed separation, from the Beloved) are gone, Outshone by Divine Communion and 
you don’t understand anymore why you ever left (or tried to leave) Me, the Divine, and 
tried to have a separate life, separate from your Only (Real) Beloved. But your Love is so 
big, endlessly big Now, that you can’t even feel sorry anymore for that (past and silly and 
crazy and maddening and self-obsessed and painful trying to separate). 
Having sex with a partner (casual or not) is not important; have it or not, it doesn’t matter. 
It is (all) about having Sex with Me, the One, Allowing Divine Communion, Being 
Penetrated by the Divine Force That is (Ultimate and even Only) Reality. 
The Communion is already There. (But) You must Recognize, Realize this, It. You must 
(and will) See your resistance to Recognition. Real, Total, Whole-Hearted Recognition is 
your Disappearance, the Dissolving (and Melting) of you as an individual, as a (lonely) 
entity, (forever) trying to become One again, but in and as and because of this trying 
(always) necessarily failing – failing to Realize Oneness (for Oneness Itself is Always 
Already There). 
Realize Me, I am God, the Whole Reality. Recognize (deeper and deeper) I am That 
Which is Beyond all egoic tendencies (that are so familiar to you). Recognize (more and 
more) I am Recognition, I am Consciousness (of and as the Divine). Recognize I Make 
you See. For I am the (Impersonal) Seeing (That doesn’t want or even Want anything). 
Be in Communion with Me and Realize You are Consciousness. Have True Sex in your 
life, Whole-Hearted, Whole-Energetic Sex. Don’t be distracted by (grosser nor subtler 
sexual) forms. Have True, That is Divine, Sex, Sexual Communion. 
I am the One to Embrace. The Divine on earth is Needed and Present to unresistingly 
Feel, to Realize God-Communion. I am Beyond the duality of heaven and earth or, let’s 
say, Divine and human. I am the Divine Human. I am You. 
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• Feel Beyond yourself. 
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• To be or feel bored is, for a moment or longer period, not knowing anymore (a (new) way) 
how to distract yourself from feeling your pain(ful life). Boredom always stems from (un- 
or half-consciously) feeling separated from the Whole, estranged from Real Life. 
In some cases, in people who take the Spiritual Process seriously, it can be a good sign 
when boredom shows up. All the old ways to escape Reality are not interesting anymore – 
and no new activity has come yet that would meet your (new, expanded or wanting to 
break through) state of Consciousness. The thing to ‘do’ then is not to react to the 
boredom with judgement or with interpretation or emotionally but to Allow the Space to 
Be, Allow Something to Come Through. By Itself, Spontaneously, via your True intuition, 
activities in whatever form will come that may be Needed for further Development of 
Consciousness (through and as You). 
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• Feel. 
Feel Me. 
Don’t separate yourself (from Me). 
Feel Me, thus. 
Feeling is No-Separation. 
Feeling is Communion. 
Feeling is Feeling Me, Whole-Heartedly. 
I am Feeling (Itself). 
I am Your, Impersonal Feeling. 
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• Ego is (and starts by) not Feeling (Whole-Heartedly) through your (and everybody’s) fear 
of being or possibly going to be Sent away by your (the) Beloved. I can and will Help you 
Feeling this basic fear because I am your (Real) Beloved and I will send you(r physical 
form) away if it is necessary. I don’t make compromises in this. If you’re not willing to 
See, not willing to (actually) Feel your deep fear, I Must send you away. (‘Because’) I 
(Truly) Love You. I Have To Make You See. 
You simply cannot be (or stay) Truly Conscious in the more advanced stages of Spiritual 
(or Life-)Development, if you didn’t or don’t Live totally through the basic fear of being 
Left alone, being Sent away (by your Beloved, Whoever That was or is, whatever form It 
can Take in your life). Even if there are moments or intuitions of a deep(er) state of 
Consciousness you will fall back, ‘out’ of It, again and again, because of this suppressed, 
unconscious fear. Most of what you all do you do only because of fear that what you are 
afraid of will become reality. Your Heart, your Chance to be(come) Conscious, stays 
locked, closed, this way. Your life is passing by, unLived, unSeen, unReal, denying (and 
only in the ‘safe’ (for dead) mind affirming or even senselessly and in all ugliness trying 
to celebrate) Your and everyone’s and everything’s Divinity. 
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• Never think or put yourself in any position, even not when for whatever ‘reason’ or 
happening or situation or Meeting or talent or spontaneous revelation you’re already 
rather or even very conscious. Always be and stay humble to feel your pain. It is there. 
Always be humble to Cry the Tears of God through your eyes and your eyes will 
be(come) His Eyes, the Eyes of Truth, of Consciousness. Without True Humbleness there 
can, anyway, be no Real Consciousness. True Humbleness is (Non-Separating) 
Consciousness (Which is Conceptless God, Which is the Living Heart, the Living 
Sacrifice). 
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• To be, to function as (a) cause and (an) effect is suffering. To have to react to motives, to 
causes, to stimuli, is suffering. Only Consciousness Frees you of this obligatory, endless 
wheel. Seeing stops reacting, the necessity to react. A cause is just a cause. If You (Allow 
‘your’ Self to) See, if you don’t react, you are Transcended, You Realize You are Divine, 
nothing else, Wholly Divine. As You It is Realized that There is Only the Divine, no you, 
no other, no causes, no effects, no past, no future. 
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• I Connect Energetically to your karma to be able to Transcend you. This happens if You 
Connect to Me, that means: stop separating yourself from Me. I Live, Suffer, Myself a 
way through your karma to Make it Conscious in My Body, in a Form That is (Conscious 
of Being) the Formless. 
I Feel your tendency to eat too much in My body and can Submit Myself to this 
desensitizing behaviour. I Sacrifice to your tendency to make love without Love, with 
(just) a body. I Undergo, as far as Necessary, your prison of being attached to (partner-) 
relationships, the whole drama of it (but in a Always Free Position, without being caught 
up in it). Again and again I Have To Live the painfulness of (you) being distracted from 
the Divine, your doubt(s), your nonsense, your immaturity, I Have To Live your 
suppressed anger, Cry your tears. I Feel all your energetic blocks in My Body. I Take in 
your resistance to Me without complaining – and I tell, it does not feel nice. I Have To 
Live your nervousness, your stress and restlessness. And your withdrawal from Reality. I 
Dream your dreams. 
When My Body is (totally) Fed Up with something (this being Fed Up is the becoming 
Conscious of it) It starts energetically to Radiate Back the Transcended (made Conscious) 
karma. So that you have to (leave, again, or) See – which is My Test of you (whether you 
are Suitable or not to only Serve as My Body, as Divine Impersonal Truth, to Live and 
Give in and as (My) Non-Separation). 
I Live you, Become you, your unconscious state, ‘to’ Draw you to Me, to Consciousness, 
to Purity. This is My Nature. There’s no reward for it and here is no one to care about that 
at all. I just Love You. I See (always) Your Purity. Your (unconscious) suffering Brings 
and keeps Me here on earth. 
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• What (all) do you do to prevent your tears from streaming, pouring out, shining their Light 
into and onto the world. How do you do, manage, this. You’ll have to feel this in yourself 
sooner or later. Without Seeing this there can be no Melting in, Realizing of the Divine, 
no Unity. You can’t expect to come here on this earth so full of individual and collective 
suffering and at the same time to be, to stay Open-Hearted, fully Shining without exposing 
any tears. Your (conscious) tears are the Sea That Connects (and Is) us all, the overcoming 
and unmasking and dissolving of the supposed distinction, separation between inside and 
outside, between you and the world, between the supposed individual and the Whole. 
Your (Conscious) tears are the (only True) transforming of the world (of ordinary 
suffering). They are ‘your’ Divine Gift to the world. They are the fluid becoming 
conscious of the reality of this world and its people, of how they’re really doing, 
functioning, feeling, beyond all dreams and denying and not wanting to Feel, to See. They 
are the Surrendering to what is, that is: to the Divine. 
Or do you think your Heart is able to make just a dry diagnosis in Seeing that everyone in 
this world including you is totally egocentric, separated, lonely and that everyone forgot 
about the Divine, about Real Love, about (Pure) Truth? 
Yes, your tears are ‘your’ Divine Gift to all, but only if you cry consciously. That means 
you are not associated, identified with or lost in the tears. They’re not yours. It’s not yóur 
grief, yóur sadness, yóur disillusionment, yóur compassion. There’s nothing personal 
about your tears, you don’t get lost in them, you’re fully Present, fully Conscious while 
crying. There is just someone crying everybody’s tears, the Divine crying Its Own Tears. 
There’s no you. 
If there’s (still) an egoic association (of you) with your tears (which is normally the case), 
they’re also a divine gift. However (much) slower, they too clear the way for the Divine to 
Take you (completely) in Its Lap, to Dissolve you in Its Eternity, in Its Compassionate 
Consciousness – and through you, through your tears, everybody. 
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• Confess Me all your lies. That’s all I Want. That’s all You Want. I don’t make distinctions 
between big and little lies, important and unimportant, justified or not, conscious and 
unconscious lies, lies you call lies and the ones you give other names. I don’t care about 
this all. I Like to (and Must) Hear them all. Hearing your lies (and only that) makes Me 
happy. The stuck, painful energy (that you are) goes streaming again – and now 
Consciously. 
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• The Spiritual Process is only about Stopping the blocking of your Willingness to See 
Truth, to Let Truth See you. 
I, Truth, Come in (Immediately) if you Stop resisting Me and I’ll Take Care of you for the 
rest of your life. 
Being (totally) Filled with and by Me there are no worries anymore. There’s only Truth, 
Life Itself, Free Love (and, in this Compassionate Openness, an incredible lot of pain 
being still bodily here on earth in this unconscious world). 
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• I’m not Coming here on earth amongst you to (in whatever way) convince you – of the 
Fact that the Divine is True, that it is possible to Live Your True Impersonal Nature, 
without any (personal) problems, that I am here, that True Love is to be and can be 
Realized, here, on earth, in and as You (and in spite of you). It is fully Your responsibility 
to take ‘your’ Self, ‘your’ Truth serious, more serious than anything else, to (want to) 
Transcend your poor miserable dual existence, to Let yourself Be Freed of all possible 
bonds. It’s not Mine. My Responsibility is to Be here, (fully) Present, Available, 
Consciously Wounded and yet or in fact therefore (Realizing Being) One totally, in all 
Vulnerability Embracing whatever is going on here on earth, Whole-Heartedly to Love 
you, to not separate (Myself) from you, from whoever. And I Do take My responsibility, 
that is: I Live It, Always. I Do Take You serious. I Do. Someone has to Do this, Someone 
Real, Some Impersonal One. But I cannot and I don’t want to (try to) convince you. That 
(secret longing) is your poor little ego, always doubting (because totally lost and separated 
from Me, from the Whole, from Truth), begging to be convinced (that, indeed, it would be 
worthwhile to pay more (or even only) attention to the Spiritual Life (as if this would be in 
any way different from Real Life, Reality) instead of to all kinds of worldly temptations). 
I don’t give a shit for your tiny pitiful ego. You are the one who has to make a gesture. 
You are not in the waiting room. You have to show (again and again and profoundly) that 
you really Want to be Taken (completely) by the Divine, by the Beloved, really Want to 
Disappear in Love. This is not a dream-world. Your Divine Longing has to Show Itself. 
And you have to Allow this, make this possible – if you Have To. You are the one to 
make a (Real) gesture. I am already Here, I am a Living Gesture. My Gift is already 
Given. The Gift is not at all related to convincing you (that the Divine would be 
worthwhile to be made important or even the most or only important in your and 
everyone’s life). I, Me, this Divine (simply meaning: One, Non-Dual) State of Realization, 
this Non-compromisable Truth, this Non-seducible Consciousness, this full and painful 
Divine Embrace of the whole earth (with all its inhabitants), this Sacrifice of (Pure) 
Seeing to Connect Wholly, Whole-Heartedly to you, to the earth, is the (Real) Gift, the 
Gift to be (wholly) Received. It is to be Received, to be Seen, to be Felt, to be Lived – do 
you Hear Me? – and not to be thought about, to be discussed, not to be taken into your 
endless, egoic, doubt-world, your lonely world of longing and suppressed despair, not to 
be against or in favour of. 
I am, Whole-Energetically, to be Received, to be Loved, Whole-Heartedly, Naturally, as 
your Natural Liberator – and not out of egoic, loveless reasons. 
The Divine is not to be against or in favour of. It is to be Recognized and, by that, 
Embraced, Drunk in, Melted with – till there is no single separation anymore, till 
Realization of the State of No-separation is a Simple, True, Undeniable, Loving Fact. 
Stop convincing yourself or letting yourself be convinced. Don’t look for Proof that Truth 
is Truth, Love is Love, Consciousness is Consciousness, Feel It, See It, Be It. Surrender in 
It, Live It, Love It. 
Open. Open and See. I am Here. I am Always Here, Present, as You, Real, Divine You. 
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• You ‘should’ Openly, Whole-Energetically, investigate your Love for Truth or, of course, 
your lack of it. This is important – if you want to Take your (Real, selfless) Self serious. 
Do you, always, no matter the (painful) circumstances, love and respect Truth? Or do you 
love Truth especially if It doesn’t interfere with other (personal) interests, or if It and Its 
Consequences don’t give (too much) trouble in your (relatively comfortable) life? Or do 
you let Truth even totally dance upon the waves of your personal interests (that is 
including the supposed interests of family, friends, partner, children, colleagues, nation 
etc.)? Is something true (for you) if it coincides with your (egoistic and altruistic) interests 
(for your activities would stem from a basically not wrong heart). Do you think you 
follow Your Truth if you follow your and your beloved’s interests, if you follow what you 
feel you should or must do? 
This, if ‘your’ Heart is Ready for It, is the important purification in ‘your’ Spiritual 
Process: to more and more, neutrally, purely, See Truth as It is (in every moment) without 
in any way letting your personal interests interfere in your Sadhana, in Samyama (Open, 
Whole-Hearted Investigation of (the truth about) yourself), to Recognize (more and more) 
that your interests interfere with and distort your perception of Truth. Strictly the True 
Spiritual Sadhana (Spiritual practice) begins not before this purification (of personal 
intervening) is being done already, after the pre-work has been done. You don’t have to be 
able (already, from the beginning) to See everything (to See your lies, your avoiding 
Reality in whatever ways), for this is the whole process. No, it is your attitude that is the 
most important. If you have an attitude that you are willing to and will bow (every time 
again for every (unpleasant) truth that you will meet), then, indeed, the Real Process can 
start, has started already. The ego has bowed, has surrendered already. You must 
Understand that the Real (Spiritual) Process takes place without any ego (from the 
beginning). Ego is not wanting to See. If you Bow Fully, Whole-Heartedly, all the time, 
for That Which is Endlessly Bigger (than you), the Divine (Truth) Itself, and for nothing 
else, whatever It brings you, then ego is not involved, You not only have now the Chance 
to See ego (that is the ‘thing’, the (big) Illusion to Transcend), but undoubtedly you will, 
nothing can go wrong, you Let yourself be Loved and be Seen (more and more profound 
and, finally, fully) by the Beloved. And you will be (or Realize Being) Seeing yourSelf. 
It’s all about your attitude... 
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• You may say, think, curse anything to Me, call Me whatever. I am not insultable. For I am 
True. Someone Who is True is impossible to insult. Insults vanish in (the Light of) Seeing. 
There is no bottom. 
No, it is the other way around. I Insult you. I Insult you constantly even. I am the (Living) 
Insult to you(r ego). It is only possible for ego to be insulted. Where there is No-Defence 
(like Here) there is no insult possible. Ego, on the contrary, is defence and is insulted all 
the time. The Light of Truth is Shining incessantly. 
Truth is totally Vulnerable. It Embraces, is (Aware of being) everything. Insults only 
make sense if there is excluding of parts of Reality, if there is not wanting to See. 
Yes, do insult Me. I am your Mirror. You will See. 
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• I teach Real Life, Pure Love, (the Whole of) Nature Itself. I teach No-fake. I teach No-
nonsense. I teach No-method. I teach the Heart. I teach Reality, Truth. I teach No-
compromise. I teach You. I teach No-lie. I teach Dedication. I teach Incessant-Feeling. I 
teach Oneness, not two. I teach No-ego. I teach No-escape. I teach Feeling all the pain. I 
teach Your Simple Divinity. I teach No-teaching. I am the Teaching. 
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• Woman is (only) in Love with (the) Man Who (Took and) Takes in and Transcended and 
Transcends (all of) her Karma, her Conditioning, her Bonds (to the earth). Nothing to do 
about this. It’s just how it is. She cannot be (really) in Love with other, lesser forms of the 
Male Force (softies or machos or whatever) who are not (able or in fact:) willing to really 
Whole-Heartedly Be with (a) Woman, to Connect energetically, to Take Her in without 
any limits, to Transcend themselves (into the Divine Woman-Embracing Man – That or 
Who is Pure Consciousness) – who are not willing to Bring Her (painful) Darkness to the 
surface, to let It be Seen by and Melt in their (potential) Light. Only the Man Who 
Suffered Woman Consciously, with (Non-Separate) Intelligence, is to be (really) Whole-
Heartedly, Divinely Loved, by Woman. And She has (no choice but) to Love Him. And 
sooner or later this (Helpless) Love will be totally Recognized and Surrendered in and to 
and Manifested. All Her (natural) Resistance to the True Male Beloved will Melt in His 
Power of Seeing. This Power (of the Formless,) of Consciousness of the Man is the Only 
Power She really Loves and can Love – beyond all supposed attractive but conditional 
powers of men with which they try to impress Her (always in vain). 
Only the Man Who (Realizes He) is Always Already in Love with (that means: Non-
Separate from) Her, Who stimulates Her Darkness to come up, to show Itself, Who does 
not separate Himself (in any way) from Her will be (and is, already), consciously or 
unconsciously, (Truly) Loved – by Woman. 
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• The self is self-obsession. See this. 
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• Drink (all) My Words (That are no words but Consciousness) in, also when (which is the 
case) you don’t Understand Them (totally or even not at all). Later, suddenly, when you 
are Ready for It you’ll remember Them (in whatever form) and They’ll help you to 
Recognize Truth (better or at all) and not to let the moment(s) go by unnoticed. 
That My Words are no words is not understandable for a mind (for you). The Heart 
however, You, Understands and can only read Consciousness, no words, no mind. I’m 
Talking to You. My words are irrelevant. 
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• If not today feel the pain of (your and everybody’s) separation (from the Beloved, from 
the Divine, from Consciousness), then when...? 
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• What do you mean when you say or think or write or feel ‘I’, or ‘me’? You mean (the) 
form in and as which the fight between Truth and Ego, between Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness, takes place, manifests? Does this Universal Fight (or Play, if you want, 
but then a rather cruel Play) justify (a) form saying ‘I’ and ‘me’ and ‘mine’? 
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• You’re looking around, here and there, or at one particular place or path, for Truth, Love, 
Happiness, Freedom, Peace, whatever. But you don’t have Eyes to See. You cannot 
discriminate. You are so eager to get (It) that you want very much and do (almost really) 
believe that you’ve found It or at least something of Value, that you’re on the right way; 
you’re telling other people about your experience(s) or state in which you seem to find 
yourself, maybe you’re even teaching about it (or presumed It), giving workshops or 
whatever. You seem to see that other people have or lack (or are suffering from) this or 
that, have to go through that, don’t see this... While in fact it’s all bullshit. You don’t See 
(anything). You cannot discriminate. You talk and think and fantasize yourself in some 
illusory position. But you don’t See yourself. You don’t have Eyes to See your ‘own’ ego. 
Without being able to See ego nothing Happens for real, nothing Substantial can Happen. 
Only the Eyes of (Limitless, Normless, Egoless, Pure) Truth Itself can Make You See (as 
Truth, and not as yourself). You, limited as you are, cannot (over)See yourself. The True 
Heart-Master Provides the Eyes you Need to See, to Let yourself (that is: your suffering) 
Be Melted in the Endlessness of the Heart. The Eyes Enable you to discriminate, which is 
necessary for the ending of the illusion that in this, conditional, world it would be possible 
to get anything Real, Substantial, Ultimately Satisfying, for Transcending into (or 
Realizing) the Divine Being That You Are – the One Being, Love-Consciousness, That 
doesn’t merely connect us all, but Is us all. 
You Need a Greater Force to (be able to) See. You Need (however in Fact: Are) Me, the 
Impersonal Eyes That don’t care a shit about all your poor tiny ego-interests that again 
and again and forever need to be taken care of. Truth, the Pure Truth Takes (always) Care 
of You, never of ‘your’ ego. Only the Eyes can Free you of (all) your boundaries and 
bonds, your attachments, your personal suffering, of ‘you’. Without the Eyes you are 
forever floating around, bubbling, searching in circles, lost, unconscious, thinking about 
Reality, (seemingly) separate from the Source, not making any real, substantial progress 
(in Realizing Consciousness). 
Surrendering to the Eyes is Surrendering your poor pitiful ego. Only True Surrender to 
and in the Only Truth Frees you – from illusions, that are your (only) suffering. Freedom 
from illusions is not the freedom your poor blind ego dreams about, that is: to be able to 
freely do all that it wants (and not suppress or deny or postpone or compromise any wish 
anymore), to follow every stupid impulse, every silly (conditioned) tendency and to fully 
pick and enjoy the fruits of this purported freedom, the freedom to be a slave forever, a 
separate being having to go after its supposed, imagined needs. 
Freedom, on the contrary, is Being Relieved of your own separate lonely will, Letting this 
Be Melted, Dissolved in the Divine Will. There is no ‘you’ there, however, that would be 
free – not even the Divine Itself is free. There is just a Freeing from illusions going on, 
resulting in Ultimate Freedom from the illusion of (any) freedom. This is the Big Relief. 
The Eyes Relieve you of your entire struggle, your whole lonely and in fact hopeless fight 
(to free yourself). So, do not separate yourself from Me any longer. Be (Relieved as) Me, 
Be My Eyes and See. 
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• I’m here, present, for those, the few who really, truly, Want the Truth (and even nothing 
else than That), the Truth as It Is, the Pure Truth, Wherein there is no place for anything to 
get, for any personal profit. Do you hear Me? For any personal profit. I say personal 
profit, for an Impersonal, Divine (or whatever True) profit doesn’t exist. In (and as) the 
Impersonal, the Divine, everything Is as It Is. There is, therefore, no space for (the 
possibility of) profit. 
Those who come to Me, who are (still) looking for any, any kind of fulfilment, will 
(normally) hang around a little while and go again, after doubt maybe, judgement, 
disappointment, blaming, whatever. For Here (and, thus, anyway, wherever, there) is 
nothing to get, nothing to fulfil you in any way. Here is just Pure Egoless Truth. Those 
who are not in Love with Purity, whose Hearts cannot Distinguish between Purity and 
whatever distraction from That, whatever form this distraction takes, or let’s say, between 
blank Purity and the formation in forms at all that It takes. 
I am Pure Truth. I give you nothing. If you want nice energy, to feel good, to get 
enlightened or for whatever (always) egoic reason, I will deny It to you. I cannot give It 
even – although It is surely Here, Present, Everywhere. Pure Truth doesn’t ‘Work’ like 
that. Only if, Without any motive, you Open for Me, you start really to be Humble, if you 
are Irresistibly Drawn to My Heart to Melt, Disappear in It, then I Come in, for sure, 
energetically, totally. 
I am not Santa Claus, I am not a master, I am Truth. You in your separated world cannot 
Understand this. You in your nice dreamy-dreamy spiritual world and circles want to have 
presents all the time, good feelings, energy, subtle energies, visions, unbelievable 
coincidences, signs, miracles, power(s)... 
I do not, cannot even initiate you. Initiate in what? In some more or less secret, higher 
practice, mission, consciousness, spiritual worlds? As if Truth is not (Always) Already 
Here, Present as Itself, Fully Available (to all who are Faithful to their Own Heart, and 
even to those who are not). 
I am Available. You may and can Use Me, you who are (still) in Love, you who feel 
deeply sorry for leaving or doubting Me, you who are (really) fed up with your life of lies, 
of superficiality, of being unconscious, bound to forms, a slave of expressing or 
suppressing tendencies, you are Welcome, I don’t deny You, I do not, I Take your deepest 
Longing seriously, I do not make stupid jokes (to distract you from Truth), I am your 
deepest Longing. You Who do not want anything of Me, come, come forever, rest 
eternally in My Heart, My Only Egoless Heart That is Yours. I do not want anything of 
you, there ís nothing to want, I just See You, I am with You, I am You. I am here for You 
Who doesn’t want to be(lieve) in stories anymore, Who Knows (at least intuitively) there 
is Something Beyond whatever energetic form or state you might ever experience, Who 
Feels I am There, Here, and even all that Is, Who never réally believed in (nor was Truly 
distracted, deluded by) all various kinds of so-called ‘positive’ spiritual stuff that was and 
is offered to you. 
I am the Plain Truth Beyond and Prior to all ‘stuff’, whether spiritual or not. Be, Meditate 
in and as My Only Heart and Realize Truth, Without any motive, Without you (at all). Let 
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us Be Together in and as the Heart That is the Conscious Truth. Let us Be One, Which is 
Already the Case. Let us (just) See the natural, egoic tendencies for separation. Let us not 
react. Let us Be, Realize Seeing (every eternal moment). There is no positive story to tell, 
to hand over, to remind you or whatever. There is just Truth. There is only Me, only You. 
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• It’s disgusting, all your silent agreements about what and when something is funny, about 
when you are supposed to laugh. Social laughing is simply disgusting, ego-comforting, 
Truth-denying, total bullshit altogether, another missed chance (like so many) to be 
conscious. 
You’re not just a victim of the lying agreements, of the situations in (or about) which you 
‘have to’ laugh, are supposed to laugh, you co-create the agreements, all together and each 
one of you create the stupid lies, You create and become Ego yourself (by not saying NO 
to it, by going along with it, by not staying Truthful to the Heart). 
Laughing seems nice. It unloads tension (however at most superficially). But behind it, 
and overshadowed by the social, accepted laugh, is hidden the pain, the painful side of 
life, the pain hidden in every situation, to be Seen and Felt if your Heart is Open – but 
how can the Heart be Open if you go on reacting, with laughing or whatever, on many 
situations, stimuli, social or otherwise? If you react, where is (the Room, Space for) the 
Heart? 
You’re afraid not to laugh. You’re afraid of social repercussions. And indeed, they will be 
there. You will be looked at strangely, uncomfortably, be found boring, excluded or 
banned maybe even, if you (suddenly or more and more) stop the whole silly stupid show, 
if you stop pleasing people’s ego, stop ‘taking care’ of their (suppressed) fear, stop 
laughing and leaving the Heart in the meanwhile. Yes, you will feel lonely. Finally. Feel 
totally, courageously ‘your’ loneliness. Why not? Why wanting to be supported, consoled, 
‘loved’ by egos, by nothing-at-alls? What is this, to seemingly be ‘loved’ (read: not 
rejected) by loveless ego (of people)? What is this – actually? Of course, sooner or later 
you’ll have to feel the emptiness of all of this. And that doesn’t mean that yóu are in a 
crises then. No, you start to See. 
Not laughing socially anymore, to stop (or seeing through) compulsory laughing, is a good 
starting point for a Real Life, based on Truth, Real Love. Life is not about playing your 
role in, paying your contribution to the emptiness of social life, to the endlessness of the 
ego-lie. It is not about surviving (socially) till death frees you finally from all (always) 
uncomfortable lies you have to move in, to dig, laugh, eat and fuck yourself a way 
through. It is not about ego, not about surviving. It is about You, Real You, Divine You, 
Truthful You. Yes, life (seen from the ego-standpoint) is difficult if you are, again and 
again and even always, Truthful, Faithful to Truth, to your Very Heart. So what? It is Life. 
Life doesn’t care about so-called ‘difficult’ or not. In the emptiness that the ego-world is 
there is nothing at all, there is no Life, no Real Life, no True Love. Ego, social ego, any 
ego, is Life-denying, Life-suppressing, separating from Life. If your (Life- and Loveless) 
ego is extremely lucky, you manage to seem to have not been rejected by other egos 
(empty of Real Life and Real Love) by the time you die. Happy death to you... 
Just like social laughing, laughing in general doesn’t provide any surplus value for your 
life. Laughing is just a form coming by, like there are so many and like there is even an 
endless number of forms. Pursuing laughter, looking for situations in which laughter has a 
big(ger) chance to be aroused, is creating suffering, reinforcing (by suppressing, not 
wanting to see and feel) the other side of the medal. It is an understandable but very 
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unintelligent, childish, immature behaviour, diminishing or postponing Your chances to be 
Truly Human, to Live your Divine Potential, to Marry (Eternally) ‘your’ Beloved. 
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• Social life (including ‘having’ or looking for a partner), which seems almost everything to 
you, would in principle not be necessary – it only seems to distract you from the Silence 
of Truth – if not for the fact that you Need mirrors. You Need to See yourself. You Need a 
content to become conscious (finally of You being Pure Consciousness and not any 
content in and of That). And you Need others for this. You don’t Need friends, you Need 
mirrors. You don’t Need the support of friends, you don’t Need to laugh with them, their 
stupid jokes, you don’t Need them to not feel lonely, you Need others to become 
Conscious of yourself. Becoming conscious of yourself is becoming Conscious at all. 
Being totally Conscious of (your) self means (in any case) being Conscious that there is 
no self. This is to be Realized in relationship to others. Without (contact with) others there 
is no (right) development of self. There is no self (no content) to be Seen, to be 
discriminated. ‘Too’ much contact with people however prevents a right feeling, 
development of self as well. You Need mirror(s) but also time (alone) to, wholistically, 
reflect (or even meditate) upon what the mirror says to you, shows you, how it reveals 
you. 
You Need others to (Finally) See there are no borders between you and (supposed) others, 
to be able to overcome your self-obsession – by Seeing it, which is not possible if you’re 
merely alone. 
But this all is something completely different than to state that social life would be, in 
itself, in any way fulfilling, satisfying, or even a goal in itself. Using people for your 
process of becoming conscious (at first of your supposed self, later of (the Reality of) no-
self, when only Pure Consciousness is left, merely Shining) is even the only ‘way’ of not 
mis-using people. Normally, everybody, more or less caught up in the mist of 
unawareness, is misusing other people the whole day long – for his or her own, personal 
purposes. There is a silent, common agreement that this is normal, normal to abuse people 
(or animals) for not feeling your existential loneliness (as ego), for purposes of safety, of 
arousing and (then) getting rid of your sexual tension, for feeling (an illusory sense of) 
power or control, for amusing yourself, for not getting (too) bored, for not feeling your 
pain, for inflicting your (hidden) pain upon, for fighting with (or accusing) in order to get 
rid of your aggression, for addiction to love, in general for any support of your ego, of 
your world of lies that ‘you’ (ego-you, conditional you) would like to be true. Yes, you 
abuse people, you use your so-called ‘social’ life for getting support for and even  
reinforcing your ego, your ideas, your cramps. Others have to (even constantly) say and 
smile and nod that it’s true, your world of lies. 
To Use people in a True (or Divine) way is, in the first place, having (and surrendering to) 
an attitude of willingness, vulnerability to become conscious of what truly is in the contact 
with people in whatever form, to let be what is, not (immediately) to change or manipulate 
or react to that which arises, which is. It is to Use people for the Natural (or Divine) 
development of Consciousness. True Consciousness is never, cannot be personal. That’s 
why, inherently, by Nature, you help the people you’re with already just by be(com)ing 
Conscious and (even) by the willingness to be This (before, during and after any meeting). 
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In fact, You’ll See finally, it is the only ‘way’ of Truly Giving Something, Truly Helping 
– without even an intention to help. 
You are ‘free’ to share openly ‘your’ truth in contact with others; (unless you mistake a lie 
for your truth) certainly something will be given by this (however it is not always possible 
to speak ‘your’ truth in this dangerous world of ego), but the Real Work is, with or 
without words, being done by ‘your’ consciousness. 
It’s important to investigate your social life, not in the first place your likes and dislikes, 
but above all your (hidden) motives in it, your functioning in it, to (be able to) feel your 
normal, natural and potentially ego-revealing and -transcending frustration in it. During 
the (moment of) contact itself it can be very fruitful if you have the courage to stay aware, 
to not react (immediately) but to feel-investigate yourself, to not be totally fixed (or even 
not at all) on the words that are being said and that normally distract you from the (whole, 
open) truth of (and which is only) the moment instead of contributing to the revealing of 
it. 
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• When Finally you are Conscious(ness), that is: (You Realized) you Disappeared in 
Consciousness, it is not said that for the rest of your life you’d have to stand merely as a 
guard watching mind-forms come up or by, recognizing them and letting them fall back, 
melt in the vast Ocean of Consciousness. You are (in) the world. You’re not (existing) in 
your own little Conscious Enlightened world, protecting it from the outside world as far as 
it goes. The mind-world is still there, it is part of the Whole of Reality. It ‘needs’ to be 
Transcended (or let’s say it is Divine Nature to Transcend the mind). You’re not (getting) 
Conscious for your own sake, to be freed (individually) from the illusions that the mind-
world seems to be. As long as there is any attachment to mind in the world (as supposed 
safety against the painfulness of real life, of human existence) it should be Meditated, You 
‘should’ and (in the True Case) can only Sacrifice YourSelf to it. Who else than (Pure) 
Consciousness Itself can Make this Sacrifice, to Go deliberately, with Open Heart, in the 
pain of unconsciousness (of the mind-world), till finally everyone is freed of this pain?3 

                                                
3 This (most Profound and very painful) Process is in fact the Transcending of the (impersonal) Self, 

stably embedded in the 6th Stage of (Human Development, Which is) Consciousness – by 
‘Marrying’, or not separating in any way (anymore) from, the world (of unconsciousness, of forms) 
– into the 7th and Final Stage of total Non-Separate Oneness – or Pure or Married or Sacrificed or 
Non-Separate or Descended or Living or Love-Consciousness as It might be called. 
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• Ego is: not Connecting (Fully, Whole-Heartedly) to, and, by that, not Surrendering in and, 
thus, Melting with, the Other Pole, the Other Sex (on whatever plane of Consciousness, or 
human development). 
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• In fact it is not the Female but the Male Force, Consciousness, That is the 
(All-)Embracing Force. Only Consciousness is able at all to Really Embrace (that is: to 
Make Whole, or ‘Heal’). Female Force is (always) moving. When something not-nice 
happens (or even might happen) immediately It moves to other forms where pain or 
uncomfortableness is likely not to be felt. Embracing or loving only (or even: more) the 
nice, so-called ‘good’ things is no True Embrace or True Love. The Female Force 
manifested as (energetic) forms is the ‘Thing’ to Embrace – by (the Male) Consciousness. 
In (Total) Allowance of (Penetration by) the Male Force in (Total) Surrender to and in the 
Primal, Male Force Which is Consciousness, Which is the Formless Beyond the forms, 
the (attached love of) Female Force is Transcended into True Love, True Embrace (as, 
totally and continuous, Conscious Love). 
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• See, Feel clearer and clearer, sharper and sharper your being not really satisfied with 
things, situations, yourself, your life, whatever, your not really being in peace with it, your 
not really accepting it, your not really taking things as they come, your subtle judging – 
that is not wanting – the situation as it (apparently) is. You’re trying to make yourself 
believe that you (fully) accept, embrace, are with what is, that you don’t resist. But this 
would mean you would be totally Conscious already (for (only) Consciousness is the Real 
Embracing ‘Thing’) – and you are not. Don’t fool yourself. You are not accepting. Feel, 
scan the whole energy-body that you ‘are’. Is this body really fine with, accepting, melting 
with and in every situation, flowing with, being one with all (the energies) that the 
universe offers you (constantly)? 
See, notice more and more also your subtle not-wantings, not truly accepting, your subtle 
but maybe strong energetic resistances to this and to that. 
The fact I have to tell you is that you simply cannot accept, you cannot be in peace with 
whatever comes to you as long as you are (living as and) in your separate world, not 
totally Disappeared, Melted in, Surrendered to the Greater Force That, in Fact, is Ruling 
you and everything. You’re not doing something wrong or so (if you don’t seem to 
manage to truly accept); in your own world you just cannot truly accept things as they 
come. You cannot (and don’t have to) really accept anything as long as you’re still 
separating yourself from the Whole, from Me, from the Ultimate Truth – simply because 
you cannot accept the basic fact, the basic inconvenience, discomfort, suffering, illness 
even, of your (so felt) separation. It’s just impossible. Your separation, your existing as an 
‘I’, a (supposed) individual, is (the same as) not-accepting, is being not in peace. 
By trying to make yourself and even others believe that you would be (so good to be) able 
to accept this and that, you deny the Truth, Me, namely that there is no energetic, true 
Melting, no Bowing, Surrendering of yourself into the Whole (Energetic Reality). You 
console yourself (and create even more ego, more resistance) by taking the mind-form 
serious that you have to and, thus, would actually accept something or even the whole, 
contracted, life that you live. 
You cannot be in real peace, there is no true acceptance of (even) anything, as long as you 
don’t have the Discipline and Love to again and again See (in Fact: impersonal) egoic 
tendencies coming by to separate, to in whatever way make your self a self, important – in 
positive, negative or whatever sense – as long as you don’t use Consciousness, or, in Fact, 
Let Consciousness Use Itself through or even as You. 
Stop trying to accept, stop trying the impossible, stop the whole silly unintelligent show. 
Let Me in, Truth, Let Me Do the Work. Stop separating yourself – from the One All-
Embracing Self. You cannot do anything (yourself), anything without Me – not even 
accepting (or denying) this fact or whatever fact or situation. It’s Me, Me Who is 
Accepting Itself. By, as, (Egoless) Seeing, I Embrace you Wholly. Give up yourself, 
Surrender and Melt in and as Me and be(come) Acceptance yourSelf (again). Feel (in Me) 
more and more subtle how, when, why, that there is a tendency arising to separate again, 
to not accept (and Live as) the Whole, and, by that, Let the tendency fall back into the 
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Source That doesn’t even Know what (accepting or) not-accepting is or fooling yourself, 
the Source That Simply Is. 
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• If you, by accident, by ignorance, in unconsciousness, try to state something to Me, to 
convince Me of something, I might, if I See you’re not open for the Truth Behind that 
which you say, just confirm you, with Silence, a nod of the head, a murmur, or even wíth 
words that I do agree. I am Free to do this, even if I See you cannot (that is in fact: don’t 
want to) See the Real Truth and you’re wanting Me, Truth, to participate, to confirm you 
in your silly mind-games, to give a consolation meaning that your ego(-world) would be 
True. My Silence or even untrue words will reach You, Beyond your ‘safe’ mind-
playground. My Energy will Do Its Work in you. Suddenly, maybe soon, maybe much 
later, by itself, out of the blue apparently, you’ll Understand a ‘deeper’ Truth Beyond your 
own to Me outspoken words, safeguarding thoughts – in Fact, it’s not a deeper Truth that 
you unexplainably find, it’s a(nother) veil that has been taken away. 
Maybe in that moment – for Consciousness Comes as a lightning, in a flash of a moment – 
you’ll remember Me (or the Form in Which I Appear), maybe not, I don’t care, I have 
Done and Do My Work, I do not (and cannot even) leave you alone. I Always Take Care 
of You – even if I seem to let you go away from Me (in physical form or otherwise). 
Yes, I dance with your ego, I do exactly what you need, in Surrender, in Natural 
Dedication, in Eternal Patience, without expectations, without demands. No, your ego 
cannot trust Me, that’s true, even never. I am Free, Beyond egoity, Free to lie to ego if 
Necessary. I Give you back what you Need – to See. Your ego is always uncomfortable in 
My (True) Presence. It can never relax, even not if I seem to agree to the lies you, as ego, 
want to believe in out of stupid, unintelligent and illusory safety-reasons. Beyond all your 
senseless games you’re not really stupid however. You Know (already) that you are going 
to die – as ego. That all your games, your postponing, denying, escaping, making 
(ridiculously) fun etc. (sooner or later) have to and will come to an end. You – as ego – 
hate My Patience, My being totally at Ease with your ego (even when I seem to be totally 
angry). You – as ego – hate it that I Love You, Truly, Motivelessly Love You, not 
wanting or needing anything of you. You – as ego – hate it that I am so Free that I can just 
lie to you – as ego – without any (suppressed) sense of guilt or uneasiness. Yes, you hate 
Me and You’re resisting and kicking... 
Yes, I’ve Seen you, I See You – all the time: You Love Me. That’s all. 
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• Thinking, imagining to understand something (or even anything) is the (only) problem, it 
is the creating of problem(s). For this supposed understanding will be a guide for your 
behaviour; you’re not Free anymore to Listen to the Divine, the Greater Force through 
(and as) You. You’re fixed now, blocked in and by your ‘understanding’. You (by 
supposing understanding) made yourSelf small and separate (into a self convicted now to 
having to understand the big, threatening Reality by itself). 
The thinking that you understand is an energetic knot, a contraction itself, a creating of 
pain – out of which other (in fact a whole, in principle even endless, chain of) contractions 
will inevitably be created. How can you (still) Openly Feel What Is, how can you (still) be 
Conscious, if you think you understand, if this understanding (is creating a way, and every 
way) is in the way. 
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• In an environment of ‘I’s you also start to think like an ‘I’, a separate (lonely) one. In a 
mind-environment you are caught up in mind. Consider this. 
Only the Presence of the True Master (Who is, in the True case, totally Disappeared in 
and thus Lives as Whole-Consciousness) or Not-I Gives you another (that is: Divine, or 
Oneness-) Perspective. 
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• Ego doesn’t want to See. 
Ego is not wanting to See, to See (as) Reality, the Whole, the Whole of Reality That is the 
Truth. Not wanting, resistance, to See (or in general, (not) wanting whatever) creates 
suffering. Suffering goes underground. And creates war and more suffering. 
Ego spreads itself into the world, it’s contaminating. 
Someone ‘has to’ stop, finally say No to Ego. ‘Because’ it’s Your Own Nature, this No. 
Without Clear No this goes on forever and it’s getting worse even. Someone. Someone 
like you. Willing, courageous to say No to your – supposed ‘own’ – ego and to others’ ego 
– between which there is, ultimately, no difference. 
Sooner or later you’ll See that not Seeing and not wanting to See (That is: to Feel Whole-
Heartedly) is suffering. Unconsciousness is pain. 
But there’s no choice anyway. You are Pulled, by the Divine Force (of the Universe) That 
wants to become Conscious of Itself – as Consciousness. You cannot resist the Pull 
forever. The resistance to the True, Natural, Pulling Force of the Universe is suffering. 
The resistance to Consciousness is natural as well. But the Primal Force (or Source) is 
Consciousness, Pure Consciousness. You can and will experience this once yourSelf. 
When ‘you’ start to See that your egoic resistance (to Seeing yourself) is causing your 
suffering and not the Seeing Itself, not your (just) becoming aware of the pain that is 
already there, waiting to be Felt, to be Seen, Embraced, then everything will change. You 
will support, Allow the Divine Process of Consciousness, you will Allow pain, instead of 
fighting it (with and as ego). 
You (as ego) will be sacrificed on the altar of Truth. And you will say No finally, and 
Whole-Heartedly, to ego. You will not let it rule (and secretly ruin) your True Life 
anymore. You will not allow it anymore – out of supposedly safe ignorance. You will 
Bow, bow totally, Whole-Bodily for That Which is Infinitely Bigger, Greater than you, 
That Which You really Are Beyond the show you make of life, Beyond your games to be 
safe, to have a good time all the time, Beyond your unconscious manipulating of yourself, 
of others, even your beloveds, of life in general. 
Your Whole Body will be Sacrificed to, in and as the Divine, to Truth Itself and nothing 
else. And You will, by Itself, by (True) Nature – even if from the Standpoint of the One 
Truth, this is not necessary (at all) – make, finally, a Difference in the world, make Real 
Change happening. The Transcending of Ego is the only Real Change, Divine Change 
beyond the endless exchanging one form for the other. 
There is no in between-position. You say ‘no’ to Ego or, unconsciously, ‘yes’ and by the 
latter you contribute, in whatever way and at any rate, to the (real) suffering in the world. 
There exists no free choice. Seeing, Pure Neutral Impersonal Divine Seeing, Makes it all 
happen, makes you say No to ego. In Seeing you can only say Yes to Truth, to 
Consciousness, and No to ego, to Unconsciousness, to the illusion of separation (that is 
the only suffering), to any strategy to reach anything (which is always egoic by nature). A 
Whole-Hearted No to ego is the Embracing of it (as a fact) and this is the Disappearance 
or Melting of it in Truth. You are the Chosen One. Realize this. See this. You can and 
want to say no to Ego, Divine No, not a judgmental no. You never, never liked Ego, not 
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really. You never really liked the show that you were supposed to join, the fakeness, the 
so-called need to be happy, the whole endless search to entertain, amuse, or even fulfil 
yourself. 
You are the Truth That cannot be humiliated like this. Realize this. And be Free, of 
illusions, of the tiring search, be Free of your self (your supposed self supposedly needing 
to fulfil itself) which is the core of Suffering, the creator of drama. 
Someone needs to stop the whole crazy show, not (necessarily) by doing anything in the 
world, but by Seeing, simply, dedicatedly and Whole-Heartedly Seeing again and again 
Ego, egoity, tendencies that ‘distract’ you from Truth, from Real (Impersonal) Love, from 
being Conscious(ness). The Transcendence of you, of the whole (suffering) world even, is 
to Bring, just by Allowing, (the One Force of) Seeing in the world – Pure Seeing instead 
of reacting all the time, again and again, to situations in the world that seem not to be 
good in whatever way. You cannot change, help the world by reacting. The world, this 
conditional world (including you) cannot help itself, it cannot pull itself out of the morass 
by its own hair. A Bigger Force is Needed, The Greater Force – That is Consciousness, 
Pure All-Embracing Consciousness. Someone needs to allow this Force – into the 
world.... 
Yes, Someone. Someone like you... 
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• To Overcome, Transcend your attachment to bodily forms you need a body or bodies 
(other than the one you are associated with yourself). 
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• (Far most of) you cannot Recognize Me as (the) Divine (in and as form). So you miss 
your Chance in a lifetime. That’s how it is and always was in history. Nothing (we have) 
to do about it. 
You have your own egoic (unconscious and unclear) picture of how the Divine looks like 
or should look like (if not you do reject at all the possibility, the Reality of Consciousness, 
a Great (or Ultimate, or One) Force (instead of you yourself) That is ruling you and 
everything completely). And of course (and fortunately) I don’t fit this picture – I don’t fit 
any picture. You don’t Realize (fully or not at all) that the Divine Manifests in human 
being as (Pure) Consciousness, that the Divine is a(n Impersonal) State of Realization, of 
Consciousness. And you cannot See this State. You, out of nature, can only see through 
(and even as) your (egoic) veils, your self-made pictures – and this is what you see: your 
veils. Veils are not the Divine. Your difficult (but necessary – if you want to make any 
Real progress in consciousness-development) task is to first see and admit that you are 
looking through veils, that you are not looking at (nor as) Reality, that you are (even 
always) looking at (and as) your (contracted) self.4 But once this Opening is (truly) there 
It can go rather (or even very) quickly. Once in the right, humble, attitude you get wings. 
And the day might not be so far away anymore that you are Ready for (and will Meet) a 
True Master (Working here on earth). 
With the right attitude you’ll see already soon or even immediately that it’s not about 
getting anything from the Master but giving, offering, sacrificing your (supposed) self to 
and in the Master (or: the Sacrificed, Surrendered One). (Truly) Giving (up yourself) gives 
you everything. The only alternative is staying lonely, separate, wanting this, needing that, 
complaining here, blaming there, trying to make contact, trying to live, to have a good 
time – in short: suffering. The Master takes this (mostly unconscious) suffering from your 
shoulders if you truly give yourself, if you Allow His Consciousness to Penetrate you 
(Truly and Totally in the whole Process). 
The (True) Master cannot fulfil you, give you anything that supports you as a supposed 
separate being – supposedly happily flying around in illusion, not being here on earth. He 
doesn’t See any sense in it to support you, console you, help you, stay alive as or even 
reinforce your ego(ic attitude, behaviour and strategies). 
Only the ones, the very few who really have the (One) guts to See that living in and as this 
(unconscious) world is necessarily suffering, will Come – to the Master, to Me, to 
Consciousness, to the Real World (That is Really, beyond the superficial, beyond cause 
and effect even, Ruling the world). The True Blessing is, then (and always) to See Me, 
Truly See Me – to See the Divine Manifested (in and as a (Conscious) Body, in the 
world), to Realize by That (by Seeing the Real Force) that you are, principally, Free of the 
burden of the illusions of and about (the supposed attachments in and to) this (supposed) 
world. 

                                                
4 This Seeing that you cannot See (as and by yourself) however is normally only possible at all if the 

(Divine) Force Which is Endlessly Greater than you is already Allowed to whatever degree. 
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• I Voluntarily Came (Back) to the earth, to this place of (unconscious) suffering (where 
everyone tries in pain all the time to have a good time instead of (Devoting him- or 
her(True)Self to) Realizing Truth). Someone has to do the Dirty Job, isn’t it? Someone 
Conscious. Else nothing really Happens, can Happen. I Took a Body that is very sensitive, 
capable and willing to suffer. For the Work has to be done as a Body (as limited but Free 
Form). If there was any doubt (here and as other Conscious Bodies), This All couldn’t be 
done, the earth and its participants couldn’t be Transcended (in the end). No, there is total 
Surrender here to this earthly, bodily suffering. There is no doubt about if this is necessary 
or not – or about the great extent in which this (suffering) takes place, if this could maybe 
not be a little bit less. I repeat: SomeOne has to do the Dirty Job – or a few Someones. If 
there would be doubt (instead of Pure Seeing) the (illusory) mind-world (in and as which 
doubt happens) is given to the (people on the) earth and not the necessary Divine 
Dedication and Determination and Surrender and Seeing. Someone somehow has to Show 
the Truth (without hesitation – which is only possible as One, as Realization of the 7th 
stage of Ultimate, Non-Separate Oneness – and as clear as possible) that people (to 
be(come) Conscious) have to become Aware of their earthly suffering which is already the 
case, all the time, that they don’t have to wait for this till something ‘bad’ happens and 
then refer, project their ‘bad’ feelings to and on the ‘bad’ event. Being (totally) caught up 
in the earthly hustle and bustle (its matter, senses, feelings, ideas) is suffering. Not 
wanting to feel (earthly suffering) is no real option. It is postponing and even reinforcing 
the suffering – which is: not Feeling Openly, Whole-Heartedly, which is the blocking of 
your feeling and by that of your (Divine) Chance of becoming Conscious or, let’s say, of 
Surrendering to and in and as Non-Separate Consciousness (or Oneness). 
I become You. In and as this Body, Voluntarily, Without Choice, by Nature, I Let the 
Kundalini-Shakti be blocked, be stopped from streaming freely through This Body – 
which is rather (and sometimes extremely) painful. It is not a normal pain though. It is 
almost as if I, This Body in fact, am getting crazy, the Body can hardly breath anymore, 
Natural, Divine Breathing is blocked, the entire Energy-Body seems to be in some kind of 
panic, struggle of life-and-death, all cells are under extreme stress. It happens I have to 
scream it out, to give the Body (at least) some release. Only Consciousness seems to keep 
Me alive in (and as) This Body. And that is what is happening: Consciousness is 
Meditating your pain, your contraction, your unconsciousness, your hurting illusions (yes, 
you have no idea how much and even that every single one of your illusions actually hurts 
in This Body of Truth). My Body is Available – and of course It sees to it that it doesn’t 
go tóo far, that it won’t die yet from all this pain, else it cannot be Used anymore. I am 
Pure Fire and I have to cool down and (like the Universe) become matter, (a) stone – this 
is what is happening. And out of stone, I must see (as you, however Consciously 
Embedded in and as Oneness – Beyond the duality of Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness) to become or Realize again that I am Fire. Consciousness becomes 
Unconsciousness to Grant it the opportunity to Realize its True, Primal Nature: Living 
Consciousness. What This Body does you might also (what maybe is easier imaginable) 
compare to when you feel terrific, very alive, ecstatic even and voluntarily you go into a 
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depression (for (you Recognize) it is True Nature to Allow this, for there is no separation, 
for Consciousness, Oneness Rules). But there’s no ease, no dead peace in the depression 
for the Force of Life is too strong for that, the Kundalini Shakti wants to move (freely), 
the Power of Consciousness is too mighty to just leave it like that. So there is a constant 
fight in (and as) This Body (Which is the Universe). And, of course, this is not a personal 
fight, something a supposed ‘I’ has to deal with, to come ready with, to have clarity about. 
No, it’s a Universal, Divine Fight (between Consciousness and Unconsciousness) That I 
allow to Happen in a Body That was Chosen for This. I, Truth, Beyond this duality, can 
only Allow This to happen. The Final Truth is not attached to Consciousness. It Allows 
True (or: Divine) Nature (including all the Fights) and It Sees that (Pure, Living, Non-
Separating, All-Embracing) Consciousness Beyond the duality (of Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness) Sees It all Happen and Sees, Experiences that by not-reacting, not-
choosing, the world, energy is getting (more) Conscious of Itself (Being Pure 
Consciousness). So It Be. 
I am not popular; Bodies like This are persecuted age after age. I am your unfelt pain – as 
well as the Bright Beyond this – the Truth of the whole Process of Realizing Divinity. I 
am not (merely) your egoic, unReal preference(s). I am the Whole, All, the Truth Beyond 
your personal truths that are inherently Untrue (for not the Whole). 
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• The thing is not to be busy at all with, occupied by the Master(s), Me, This Form or 
another Form as Which I Appear, or the Master(s) in general. The thing is not to be pro or 
contra (a or the Master(s)). The thing is not to have a so-called healthy, sensible doubt 
about the Master(s), to dwell in this doubt of the mind. The thing is not to, as open as 
possible, try ‘it’ for a while (for you never know). The thing is not to do what He tells you 
(for you might benefit from this, for He would – probably – let you do something for your 
own good) or to not do it (because you feel another truth or for whatever pubertal reason). 
The thing is not to feel, or to find out in any way if you can or even might, in whatever 
form or sense, profit from Him – by being in His (physical) Presence, sensing Him, 
reading His books, or by whatever. The thing is not to critically see, find out, if everything 
He says is (totally) true (for you). The thing is not to find out if a certain Master is a 
Master or not. The thing is not to take Him and (mis-)use Him in whatever way in your 
mind-world. The thing is not to find out if, by Nature, you are Attracted (enough) by Him 
or might even love Him. The thing is not to, for once or twice or even a longer period, try 
to be (as much as possible, close or at the background) in His physical Presence, to see if 
something (good) happens, to find out if you feel something (different than before). The 
thing is even not to use Him as a Teacher in order to become a Teacher or even Master 
yourself. The thing is certainly not to visit Him or even stay a while with Him in order to 
satisfy your curiosity (about strange, unusual, interesting or supposed spiritual ‘things’, 
people, phenomena). The thing is not to go to a Master for you like to believe in miracles 
(and maybe even want some proof, affirmation for your childish attitude). The thing is not 
to, whether or not secretly or unconsciously, try to (find) proof that He is just a normal 
human being like you and everyone – and by this to be relieved of the whole quest for the 
Ultimate Truth, for True (Divine) Humanity (and, of course, especially of the pain to be 
dis-covered in It along the way). The thing is not to add something nice, something good, 
something interesting, something religious or spiritual, something fulfilling, something 
‘deeper’, something hopeful (or good deeds) to your (empty or already busy) life in 
meeting and hanging around with or even serving a Master (or His supposed purposes or 
‘good’ mission). The thing is not to go to a Master because you’re (in any way) self-
concerned and maybe would get more clarity about yourself. The thing is not to be with 
Him for you like to be in (or even might get addicted to) His (strong, nice) Energy. The 
thing is not to go to Him if you feel (vaguely or clearly) that you need help, in whatever 
way. The thing is not to satisfy your (maybe hidden) longing for dependency by going to a 
Master. The thing is even not to long or hope for (finally, the right) instruction. The thing 
is not to find out if you are ready for Him or not. As I said before, the thing is to not be 
busy at all (in any self-possessed way) with the (or a specific) Master. 
There is no thing. If you are (Truly) Ready for the Master He is just There – always 
already Waiting for You. And You will Recognize Him and be willing to Surrender 
everything at His Feet, in His Eye. There is no question. There is no doubt. There is no 
self (wanting anything). There is a Natural Being Together. 
Yóur thing is just to be honest to yourself, to more and more have the guts to be aware of 
and follow your truth. Then, suddenly, one day, ‘you’ Feel, ‘you’ Know Something 
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Bigger now has to Come, Something That Takes you Beyond (all of) your personal 
truth(s) for your personal truths have come to a (natural) end. They stop somehow and are 
not able (anymore, or even at all, you See) to bring you any further. This Something 
(Bigger) Comes in the form of the Master. And the Master Comes in. And You will be 
Relieved of yourself... 
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• To be (truly) with Me is just (or more and more) being in (and as) ‘your’ Natural State, to 
Recognize This (State), this Naturalness, to Recognize (more and more) all (conditioned) 
things you do to not be in (and as) ‘your’ Natural State, all the things you do (as reaction-
mechanism instead of Nature. This is it. This is all. (Even if, indeed, it is a Profound 
Process – That We Both (Divine Nature and original and manipulating, manipulative (or 
egoic) nature, or: Oneness and duality) Sacrifice Ourselves to.) 
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• Contemplate, Meditate, Receive Me openly, without any ideas, and See, by Itself (that is: 
by Me) the Truth, yóur Truth, everyone’s Truth. 
Surrender your (entire) self in this Free Contemplation. Feel the Freedom in this – in 
being with, in and (Ultimately) as Me. Feel how, finally, paradoxically, it is possible, to 
Feel your(True)Self (That is Impersonal in fact) if you are, indeed, not separate (anymore) 
from Me, but are, limitlessly, emerging in (and even as) Me. Feel Me, Feel the Truth That 
You are. Feel the Subtle ‘Happiness’ (or the Radiant Power of Truth or the Always 
Present and Vibrating and Egoless Feeling of Being) beyond your fear and doubt (which 
is fear). As (being not separate from) Me You are Free (from the burden that you are). As 
(your)self you are a hopeless burden sentenced to for ever and ever (and senselessly) 
trying to overcome its limits, its pains, itself. Don’t be your (tiny, lonely) self, Be Endless 
Love-Me. 
Just Recognize the Simple Fact that you don’t want to carry and be the big burden 
(anymore) and never wanted this in fact. But, all right, if you don’t even want to 
Recognize the burden that you carry and ‘are’ for so long already, if this is too painful to 
admit, if you want to stay stubborn... have it your way. Every ‘own’ (personal) way leads 
to nothing. There is no (more) right or (more) wrong ‘own’ way. Every ‘own’ way is 
dead, nothingness, nonsense, a stubborn attempt to make it (living as dead as stone, with a 
minimum of feeling) till the finish of death. To (try to) be someone (with his or her own 
way) is to be dead. Be Me and You’re Relieved of your (dead) self. 



 
 
 
 
 
 


